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The purpose of this project was twofold:

(1) to develop

a set of games which could be . used for self-directed practice of
first-grade reading skills, the sequence of which correlated to
the Ginn 720, 1979 Rainbow edition, reading series, and (2) to
make available to other teachers, through development of a resource
manual, the ideas for construction of the games developed.

)

on the use of games in education was reviewed.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

The elementary teacher, responsible for the scheduling of a
variety of individual and group reading experiences, has continual need
for ways to involve students in productive activity without teacher
participation.

For each period of time that a teacher works with an

individual or small group of students, other students will be engaged in
self-directed work.
The teacher s task of providing activities which can be used by
1

students without teacher pa~ticipation an~ which also contribute to the
development of the students• potentials is a• difficult one.

The elements

of learning that the teacher can .provide in direct instruction are
removed and must be built into the activity.

Factors such as encourage-

ment to begin and persist in tackling the required task during the time
period available; and immediate feedback, to prevent ·repetition of errors
' \

and to reinforce correct answers, need to be part of any activity if it
is to be both a developmental and independent learning situation.
Reading games have been found to have potential for a purposeful
reading experience that is self-directed.

Canney (1976:3) reported:

Reading games often provoke interest, even excitement, among the
players and provide strong motivation to give correct answers.
Skills introduced earlier through direct instruction are ·
consciously and purposely rehearsed by students who frequently
respond in an unthinking fashion to similar questions on a
dittoed worksheet. Games, therefore can be an effective means
to help students learn basic skills to automaticity, a performance level seen by LaBerge and Samuels (1974) to be necessary
for fluent reading to occur.
1

2

Currier (1976:1) emphasized that games can be used to meet
individual skill abilities:
Individualized instruction is a worthy intention, but may be
found to be almost unmanageable in the classroom. Reading
g~mes can contribute much toward a teacher's effort in maintaining this objective.
According to Schubert and Torgerson (1978:270), teachers are in
general agreement that games can "arouse interest and provide needed
motivation."

Steiner (1978:474), in a review on reading games for the

ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading Communication skills, also noted the
motivating value of games when she wrote that games are
excellent tools for stimulating student motivation . . . . In
recent years, many reading teachers recognizing these benefits
have adopted the use of games to enhance reading skill development, a process which is too often relegated to the instructional
back seat of drill and repetition.
The element of immediate feedback is one that tends to be built into
the structure of interpersonal competitive games and one which can be
incorporated into the structure of individual games through use of selfcorrection.

Schubert and Torgerson (1978) explained that games,

structured to meet individual needs and to provide immediate feedback
and motivation, can be useful for work that is self-directed and
purposeful.

Shankman (1968:261) reported that "most professional texts

on the teaching of reading recommend reading games for reinforcement
of reading skills in an interesting way.

11

The process of locating ideas for games that can be used for
practice of specific reading skills and that are self-directed, however,
is very time-consuming.

Self-directed games are intermingled with

teacher-directed game ideas; games for first grade are intermingled with
upper grade skills; ~ames for reading are intermingled with games for
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other subjects.

Some game books by organization are time-consuming to

use because the games are (1) identified and organized by name rather
than by skill {2) have·incomplete directions without an illustration,
or {3) suggest materials that would need to be revised to be durable.
Even when game designs are found,the teacher is responsible for
correlating the reading content of the game to the skill and vocabulary
that is needed within the sequence of the reading program being used.
The amount of time needed to locate self-directed games for
purposeful practice· of specific reading skills works against a teacher's
attempts to use games as an effective instructional tool.

Some

teachers do not use games at all; other teachers use games without an
appropiiate purpose, thus turning the use of games into mere busywork
(Shankman, 1968:263); and other teachers are significantly delayed in
their attempt to provide meaningful practice through the use of games.
Problem
Reading games which can be used to. meet the need for selfdirected practice of specific first grade reading skills within a
particular sequence of skills are not readily available.

Time works

against a teacher's attempt to locate self-directive game ideas and
adapt them to the sequence of skills being used.
Purpose
The purpose of this project was twofold:

(1) to develop a set

of games which can be used for self-directed practice of selected
first-grade reading skills, the sequence of which correlates to the
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Ginn 720, 1979 Rainbow edition, reading series and (2) to make
available to other teachers, through development of a resource manual,
the ideas for construction of the games developed.
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this project, the terms below were defined as
follows:

An exercise that is "sufficiently
systematic that it

Game:

may be repeated by others in other places . . . In a game the participants• voluntary control over procedures has been subordinated in
anticipation of; but without guarantee for, a given goal" (Avedon
and Sutton-Smith, 1971:1).
Readin g games:

''Games, frequently self-directive, designed

to provide practice in certain reading skills such as word recognition,
word analysis, meaning, vocabulary, etc_i• (Schubert 1969:133).
Self-directed:

This term is used to describe those games which

can be used by students without teacher participation beyond initial
introduction of the game.
Self-corrective:

This term is used to describe those games which

include answer~ to the required task within the game structure.

It is

possible that a self-corrective game could be used by one child or more
than one child.
Group-corrective:

This term is used to describe those games

which include reading out loud and thus require another child to listen
and correct.
device.

Group corrective games may include a self-corrective

5

First-grade reading skills: ·First-grade reading skills consist
of two par~s:

reading skills - "intellectual and perceptual abilities

used in reading" (Page 1977:285); and first grade - although the range
of reading skills taught in first grade may extend indefinitely, this
project includes skills from kindergarten, first-grade, and second-grade
reading skills according to Ginn and the Selah Student Learning
Objectives.
Resource manual:

Webster (1966:1240) defined resource as

"something that lies ready for use, 11 and a manual as a "handy book for
use as a guide" (1966:894).

By collecting game ideas and organizing them

into a central manual, this ~roject provides teachers with a handy book
that· lies ready for use.

This resource manual is a beginning collection

of ideas which is meant to be added to by those using it.
Motivation:

"The incentives, both inherent and acquired,

which initiate and sustain any given activity" (Schubert, 1969:204).
Practice:
them.

"Repeated handling of items in an attempt at memorizing

Practice helps to organize material into a more meaningful

experience or sequence" (Page, 1977: 269).
Teacher-made:

This term means to be developed by teachers for

specificity of skill practice.

This does not disallow use of commercial

gameboards or game parts if the teacher can use those pieces for the
purpose desired.

Teacher-made does not confine actual construction to

teachers alone; parents, paraprofessionals, student-tutors, and students
can often help with construction.

Teacher-made refers specifically to

the idea that the teacher is in charge of developing the game plans
that would provide for self-directed practice of a specific skill.

r..-
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Educational Si gnificance
The significance of this project lies in its potential to aid
first~grade teachers in their search for materials which will structure
student activities with a minimum of teacher participation, while
contributing directly to the improvement of reading.
It is hoped that this project will:
1.

Encourage teachers who have not been using games to take

advantage of a useful educational tool.
2.

Encourage teachers who have felt that games were mere

·busywork to re-evaluate the potential of using games for a specific
purpose.
3.

Contribute a time-saving aid to first-grade teachers who use

the Ginn 720, 1979 Rainbow edition, reading series to teach reading
skills.
Scope
This project consists of forty teacher-made games keyed
to first-grade reading skills.

Only those games which can be used

for self-directed practice of the selected readi~g skills were included.
The games contain content which correlates with the sequence of the
Ginn 720, 1979 Rainbow edition, basal reader.

Games are for individual

and/or small group use; included are both group competitive and selfcompetitive games.

Chapter 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This review of the literature pertaining to reading games had a
threefold purpose:

(1) to determine if a need for game designs for self-

directed practice of a sequence of· first-grade reading skills had been
documented; (2) to determine whether or not teacher-made games had been
or could be used effectively for self-directed practice of a sequence
of first-grade reading skills; and (3) to determine what procedures
distinguish between effective and ineffective usage of games for
self-directed practice of a specific first-grade reading skill.

Because

most of the literature on games was found to be of broader scope than
the specific game designs of this project, the games literature was
identified for the purpose of extracting implications about the specific
games of this project.
Essential to one's interpretation of literature on a specific
type of game--reading games for self-directed practice--is an
understanding of the ambiguity of the term game and the terminology
11

associated with it.

The term game

varied definitions.

11

11

11

in literature has had many and

11

Game" has been used to describe acti vit·i es which

have various characteristics and purposes, but all of which are
described with the blanket term game.
11

11

An extensive study of games

was conducted by Avedon and Sutton-Smith ( 1971) who devoted an entire
chapter of their book, The Study of Games, to explaining the varied
7

)
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definitions and interpretations of the term 11 game. 11

Avon and Sutton-

Smith (1971:2) found that 11 game" lacked a common meaning and concluded,
''It would not be impossible to defend the position that a game is what
we decide it should be; that our definition will have an arbitrary
character depending upon our purpose."

One report on

11

games, 11 then,

may or may not refer to a common activity as that referred to as
11

game 11 in another report.
There have been some attempts to classify games as used in

education, but these classifications also have tended to lack consistency.
Gordon (1970:10) divided games into two basic patterns: board games,
in which the action is built .around a gameboard; and role-play games,
in ~hich the process revolves around human interaction.

Simulation

was interpreted by Gordon (1970:12) to be an encompassing term which
included all games.

Yet, Gordon also noted that simulations were

different from games in that they did not need to have a winner and
conceded that the distinction between games and simulations was not
universally accepted.
Another factor which has added confusion within some literature
on games has been the semantics of associating games with play.

The

use of games in education has been criticized by some on the basis that
games were activities that involved play and thus could not be learning
(Gatz, 1977).

Many theorists, however, have made a sharp distinction

between play and the use of games in education.

Allen (1974) drew a

distinction between the nonserious attitude of play and the typical
dead serious attitude in gaming, the attitude in which the participants
had something at stake with an objective to win.
summarized, "Prescribed play ceases to be play."

As Allen (1974:61)

9

<1

Play was described by Gatz (1977:330) as a 11 nonserious, selfcontained activity, worthwhile in itself, 11 while work was a "required
effortful activity directed at some product. 11 Gotz explained that
because participation in a game is required, because rules are
prescribed which regulate the action within the game, and because the
game is directed towards a goal, the game situation can be considered
to be work rather than play.

Gotz concluded that the "so called

instructional play activities in the classroom are for the most part,
learning activities--just plain work . . . . The truth is that such
games are very good learning tools, but they are not play. 11
The use of games as an educational tool has reportedly increased
in recent years.

Carlson (1969:62) noted that "there's no question

that they [games) are proliferating and spreading far beyond their
original confines."

Gordon (1970:15-16) referred to the increasing use

of educational games:
Recent years have seen a widening application of games in the
educational field. The innovations range from word games for
preschoolers to simulations of complex political, social, and
economic processes for high school and college students.
More recently, Moss (1977:249) recorded that "games have become widely
accepted as instructional tools.

A variety of instructional games have

been developed to assist in teaching mathematics and reading."

During

that same summer, Andrews and Thorpe (1977) claimed that te·acher-made
games were being used in most classrooms.
Educational games in the specific area of reading have been
widely used.

Slobodian and Haffner (1971:52) maintained that both

elementary and secondary school students enjoyed reading games.
is not one aspect of the foundation skills of reading," wrote

"There

10

Currier (1976:2),
game."

11

that cannot be fashioned into some type of learning

Shankman (1968:261) described games as "an incentive for

learning vocabulary, phonics·, word structure, and sight words. 11
Spache and Spache (1977:265) pointed out that games are especially
useful for the slow learners, who need extra reinforcement and review:
"Repetitive games are important aids in promoting learning in this
group [slow learning group] perhaps even more than with average and
above-average pupils."
Various reasons for the use of games have been reported by
educational game advocates.

Repeated often throughout games literature

has been the idea that games designed for educational objectives
capitalize on the motivation, competition, and enjoyment of games to
promote learning (Fisher, 1976, Gordon, 1970).

Games have been observed

to result in a seriousness and energy which absorbs the student for
extended periods of time, an attitude often lacking toward school work
(Gordon, 1970; Kieft and Smith, 1977; Shears and Bower, 1974).
Games have been described as self-judging, eriabling the teacher
to escape the role of judge and source of rewards and enabling the hoped
for reward to be secured by the player's skill or by chance (Carlson,
1969; Shears and Bower, 1974; Steiner, 1978).

Furth (1978:25) described

the value for children in changing the teacher's role:
We wanted the children to be pleased with their own accomplishments, not to do things in order to please the teacher. We wanted
them to rely on their own internally controlled evidence, hot
vacuously look at the teacher's face for approval or disapproval.
An appealing feature that has been attributed to games is the
protected nature of the game situation.

Freeman (1974) accentuated the

idea that though there is winning and losing as in life, a game has a

11

relatively short time span and then it ends.

Games tend to bring the

future into the present by requiring the students to participate rather
than complete an assignment, and typically, by involving interaction with
one or more players (Carlson, 1967; Freeman, 1974; Gordon, 1970).

A

supporter of the games theory in education, Gordon (1970:18) reviewed
the value of games in education:
Games increase student motivation, clarify difficult concepts
and processes, help to socialize the students, and integrate
classes of diverse ability levels. They are, however, flexible
enough to satisfy several educational objectives at the same
time, a characteristic few media can claim. If used
appropriately, the game technique can provide more rewarding
experiences than many conventional methods of teaching.
Research to determine the effectiveness of using games for the
practice of reading skills has been very limited and has provided little
objective evidence to support or refute the use of games.

According to

a report by the IRA in 1971, edited by Nila Banton Smith, a thorough
search of the literature prior to 1971 revealed little or no research
concerning the use of word games to teach reading (Anderson, 1971).
Studies conducted since 1971 and similar in at least one
respect to reading games for self-directed practice of reading skills
have been few in number.

Whorton and Shaw (1973) urged caution

in the interpretation of research on any instructional material.

They

argue that the variety of uses of instructional materials and their many
features limit the generalizability of results.

They concluded that

results are relative to the many factors which vary for each situation.
There have been some research studies since 1971 which
evaluated games that are similar in at least one respect to reading
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games for self-directed practice.

Five such studies follow with some

of the relative factors presented:
Clegg (1972:6092A) conducted a study to investigate the effects
of learning games used by economically disadvantaged parents to
increase the reading achievement of their children.
second-grade children were involved in the study.

Thirty-two
The statistical tests

revealed that
the children in the experimental treatment who had played
learning games with their parents achieved scores that resulted·
in significant differences for vocabulary, composite reading,
and I.Q., but not for comprehension scores.
Clegg suggested that future research should separate the parentinvolvement component from the learning games to more directly test
the effect of learning games.

)

Kupersmith and Lyons (1977:25-26) reported the results of a
six-week summer reading program for 600 primary children \<Jhich
emphasized games.

The purpose of the program was to utilize a multi-

media approach at a minimal cost which would prevent the typical firstgrade student s reading regression during the summer months.
1

Posttest

scores at the end of the summer showed significant gains over the
pretest scores in the sight vocabulary of the children using the games.
Humphrey (1974: 187) conducted studies with fourth graders
to determine the extent to which children practiced and maintained
reading skills through the use of active games.

Reading skills were

introduced to thirty children and then the children were separated
into two groups of fifteen each to practice.

One group used active

games and the other used traditional media (worksheets, workbooks,
dictionary).

The types of reading skills tested in the study were:

13

phonics, structural and semantic analysis, word recognition, and
vocabulary development.

Successful results were reported:

In 14 out of the 15 matched pairs the child in the active game
group scored higher than did his counterpart in the traditional
group. Statistical analysis showed that gains made by the
active group indicated that they learned significantly more
than the traditional group (Humphrey, 1974:187).
In another study conducted by Humphrey, the reactions of the
students were evaluated in response to an active game experience for
independent reading.

The experiment was initiated on the basis of

relating reading content for six- to eight-year-old children to their
natural urge to participate in active games.

Ten active games were

written with a story setting and were used with fifty-four reading
groups.

Teacher observation was used to determine evidence of compre-

hension skills and to rate the degree of interest.

The percentage

of groups receiving mastery scores on the seven comprehension skills
ranged from 91 percent of the group to 35 percent of the group.
Seventy percent of the children were obs.erved to demonstrate 'considerable I or 'extreme interest.'
'

Probably the most pertinent study for information about games
to be used for self-directed practice of reading skills at the
first-grade level was one of threefold purpose conducted by Anderson

(1971).

Anderson (1) developed criteria for word games suitable for

first-grade students, (2) constructed seven word games, and (3)
conducted a study to determine the impact of the seven word games on
the sight vocabulary retention of first-grade students.

Two first-grade

classes, totalling 65 students, used games during ten days to enrich
the reading program while a third class of 24 students used regular
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materials.

Two weeks were allowed to elapse before posttests were

given to measure the retained vocabulary gain.

The statistical results

indicated no significant difference between students who used pencil
and paper seatwork and those who used word games.

As Anderson (1971:80)

noted,
While the statistical findings in no wise indicate a pa.rtiality
to word games over the use of the more traditional types of
pencil and paper exercises for developing sight vocabulary,
neither do they favor the traditional. This is welcome news for
teachers who desire to enliven and enrich their reading programs
with more appealing types of activities than the familiar \\lorkbook page each day. If children can learn new words through
games, and the gain scores of the experimental groups indicated
they can, and they like playing games better, then teachers can
feel confident in using these valuable learning tools in
primary classrooms.
Teachers noted high enthusiasm for use of games, tendency to finish
seatwork more quickly when games were available for free time, and
improved ability to work 'harmoniously.'
Evaluative research on reading games has been limited and
conclusive evidence to support the use of self-directed reading games
in first grade was not found by the writer.

The inadequancy of

evaluation research, however, was not inter~reted by Gordon (1970)
to be a hindrance to the use of games in education.

The primitive

state of research methodology of instructional materials evaluation
(Whorton and Shaw, 1973:254) and the enormous amount of instructional
materials available has made the task of evaluating all instructional
materials improbable.

According to an article by Prager, Carfioli,

and Kalapos {1973:271), it would be unrealistic to expect that
evaluation for all instructional materials would be available to
teachers:

11

The staff, the effort, and the money needed to support such
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universal valuation would be unjustifiable. 11

Chall (1967:306), author

of Learning to Read , The Great Debate, referred to the unending
process of research and the implications for teachers of reading who
are faced with the task of instructing students without adequate
evaluation research:

"In an area as crucial as beginning reading

instruction we cannot wait for all the answers before we try to
improve the present situation."
The need for more research on reading games has been evident;
yet also evident has been the continual dilemma faced by teachers
of making decisions about instructional materials without adequate
research available.

Gordon (1970:15), who compiled a review of

literature on educational games and critiqued them, commented that the
attempts at evaluation were "instructive despite their inadequacy."
Subjective observations made by those who have used games and have
recorded their findings in literature have provided teachers with
guidelines for effective use of games.

A summary of such observations

follows:
1.

Games can be a powerful tool and can be used or abused

as an educational device.

If used incorrectly, as with other

instructional materials, games can have negative side effects
(Carlson, 1967; Shankman, 1968; Shears and Bower, 1974).

Andrews and

Thorpe (1977:74) listed some of the negative results of games misused:
games can "foster incorrect responding, produce a failure syndrome and
reduce self-esteem."
2.

Games are better for maintaining skills than for acquiring

skills (Canney, 1976).

The skills practiced should be ones already
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learned by the student.

Lovitt (1977) explained that practice is

beneficial at only certain stages of the learner s development.
1

He

feels that of the four stages of learning (initial acquisition,
advanced acquisition, initial proficiency, and advanced proficiency)
practice during the initial proficiency stage, when the student knows
the rules and principles of a skill, can help increase rate.

And

further, practice during the advanced proficiency stage, on a scheduled
basis, is necessary to maintain skills.

Andrews and Thorpe (1977) ·

emphasized that games can encourage failure in unprepared students
are placed into a game situation.

Currier (1976:3) stressed that the

worst abuse of learning games is their use as an tnstructional tool,
concluding:

"DO NOT USE A READING GAME FOR A SKILL UNTIL THAT SKILL

HAS BEEN LEARNED THROUGH NORMAL INSTRUCTIONAL CHANNELS. 11
3.

Games need to provide immediate feedback for effective

independent practice (Canney, 1976).

Practice without immediate

feedback can result in the learning of incorrect responses (Andrews
and Thorpe, 1977).

Some games have built-in self-checking devices

to provide immediate, accurate feedback.

Group competitive games,

to provide accurate feedback, need to have at least one player at a
level with the most skilled reader (Canney, 1976).
4.

Competition in games can be motivating for some students or

can be too intense for others.

Teachers need to know their students.

Ways to lessen competition have been suggested as follows:

include the

element of change; have two students act as one player and work out
strategies together (Slobodian and Haffner, 1971); or have individuals
compete against their past records in an individual game (Schubert,
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(

1978).

Shears and Bower (1974) suggested that competitive games serve

their most valuable developmental purpose when the game material is
presented in such a way as to leave the outcome of any particular game
or round of the game in doubt as long as possible.

The game loses its

interest for some or all of the players, explained Shears (1974),
when the outcome of the game or round is clear before it begins.

The

predicted losers tend to give up and the predicted winners find winning
all the time dull and unmotivating as well.

Canney (1976) also noted

that the element of surprise is an important part of the motivating
factor of games.
5.

The greatest percentage of time in using games should be

spent in completing the reading task rather than the game action.
Canney (1976) recommended the use of board games and Checkers, but
discouraged the use of game formats such as Monopoly or Tiddly Winks.
6.
minimum.

The number of participants in a game should be kept to a
With a small number of players, more time is spent practicing

skills and less time is spent waiting.

Canney (1976) believed that there

should be no more than three players per game for most games.

Anderson

(1971) suggested small groups of two to four players.
7.

Games should be supplemented by reading in context

(Schubert and Torgerson, 1978; Shankman, 1968).
used as a total practice program.

Games should not be

Two limitations of most practice

games that prevent them from being a total practice program were
recorded by Allington and Strange (1977):

(a) Games are usually

practice of words in isolation, (b) Garnes have unlimited response time,
conditions not true in the actual reading process.

18

8.

The only set of criteria located by the writer that was

based on a lengthy period of observation of children at the firstgrade level and which was written specifically for reading games was that
developed by Anderson (1971) in his doctoral dissertation.

Anderson

observed 270 first-grade students over a seven-month period and
interviewed their nine teachers.

Anderson's criteria for making and

using word games indicated that they should be:
a.

purposeful, providing needed practice;

b.

attractive, displaying bright colors;

c.

flexible, adaptable for differing abilities and subject

d.

sturdy;

e.

appropriate to the children using them;

f.

clear and uncomplicated;

g.

self-checking and correcting~ and thus independent of

matter;

teacher supervision;
h.
9.

designed for use by small groups.

Games need to follow a sequence of skills to be effective

practice devices.

Allen (1974:65) reported that 11 The concept of and

need for a developmental sequence of games emerged as another major
_focal point of the workshop. 11

Games created by teachers have been

recommended because they can be made relevant to the instructional
needs and interests of children (Johnso~ and Pearson, 1978; Shankman,
1968; Wertlieb, 1976).

Gordon (1970:50) reported that 11 even when

abundant, they [games] may not be suited to every particular need-the teacher will find it profitable to explore the possibility of
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tailoring his own game material . 11

Canney (1976:5) reinforced this

need for a sequence of games when he pointed out the fact that
commercial games
usually present a broad sample of items for a specific skill
(e.g., all the initial consonant clusters, all homonymns)
and maynot follow the scope and sequence of the reading
materials being used in the classroom. By constructing
decks (game cards) which focus on a narrow range of skills
found in the reading materials, the teacher can provide
appropriate amounts of practice at the right time for
individual students.
10.

Dumas and Schmink~ (1977) believed that children benefit

from participating actively in building a game.

Shankman (1968),

Jones (1971), Wertlieb (1976), and Slobodian and Haffner (1971)
suggested that children can develop original games to aid in remembering
certain words or principles of reading.
urged

11

Spache and Spache (1977:3)

that children construct the games whenever possible.

This in

itself is a functional practice in following directions and in visual
motor coordination."
Games have been widely used in education for the practice
of reading skills.

They have been found to motivate students to

practice reading skills for extended periods of time and to make
self-directed practice at individual skill levels possible.

Conclusive

statistical evidence is not available to prove that games are more or
less effective than traditional pencil and paper exercises.

However,

games have been recognized to be a powerful educational tool, a tool
for which knowledge of correct use is instrumental to effective results.
In addition to the commercial reading games available, other games
are needed to reinforce a specific scope and sequence of reading
instruction.

Games developed by teachers and pupils can meet that need.
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However, games which are self-directed and which can be used to
reinforce specific reading skills in the sequence of a reading program
are not readily available to classroom teachers.

Thus this study

was undertaken in an effort to provide a resource manual containing
suggested reading games which are self-directed, keyed to specific
reading skills and at an appropriate level for the first-grade
program.

)
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Chapter 3

THE PROCEDURE
This project involved the construction of games for self-directed
practice of selected reading skills and the development of a manual of
the game ideas.
classroom.

The games were designed for children in a first-grade

The manual was designed for use by first-grade teachers,

specifically for those who utilize the contents and sequence of
Ginn 720, 1979 Rainbow edition, basal reading series.

The development

of this project took place using the following steps:
Step 1.

A review of the literature in the area of educational

games with a focus on reading games was conducted.
)

This literature

review was used not only to gather supportive data regarding the
project's value, but also to collect ideas and methods for construction
and use of the games developed.
Step 2.

Reading skills were selected from within the Selah

School District objectives for first grade and the Ginn 720, 1979
reading series, levels one through six.
Step 3.

Game ideas were collected from several sources such as

commercial game books, teachers' manuals for basal readers, periodicals,
other teachers' personal files, game workshops, and the writer's own
ideas.
The game ideas were chosen and/or revised to be self-directed
and to meet the following criteria:
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a.

Designed to be self-corrective or group corrective.

b.

Designed to be purposeful for practice of an identified

reading skill using the vocabulary and sequence of the Ginn 720, 1979
Rainbow edition, basal reading series.
c.

Designed for use by individuals or small groups (two

to four players).
Further, some of the games were chosen to be adaptable--able
to be used for many levels by changing the game content.

Some of the

games were chosen to use words in context rather than in isolation.
Some of the games were chosen to be an incentive for rapid answers.
Some of the games were chosen to be group-competitive and some were
chosen to be self-competitive.
Step 4.

Games were constructed with the purpose of meeting

the following criteria:
a.

To be durable.

b.

To be attractive.

c.

To have attached, when feasible, the name of the game,

the skill, the game components, and the directions for use.
d.

To have game parts attached or coded to match for easy

identification.
Step 5.

A resource manual of the game ideas was developed

utilizing the following steps:
a.

A format was designed to provide information needed by

a teacher or aide for replication of the game.

Included with each

game in the resource manual is a two-page description.

Included on the

first page is (1) a section providing the Selah Student Learning
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Objective, the self-corrective or grpup corrective designation, the
preparation instructions; and (2) a section intended to be cut out
which provides a specific description of the skill to be practiced,
the game components, the directions for play.

The second page of each

game description consists of a photograph or photographs of the
completed game and a teacher s notes section for an on-going evaluation
1

of game effectiveness and continued development of game variations.
b.

An Appendix was developed which included word list

masters, illustrations, shape patterns, and other helps to facilitate
quick and easy reproduction of the games.
the back of Chapter Four.

The Appendix is located at

The titles on the Appendix pages are

identical to the names of the games for easy identification.
c.

A Table of Contents was developed in two forms.

The

First Table of Contents is categorized by the Selah School District
Student Learning Objectives.

The Second Table of Contents is

categorized by the levels in the Ginn 720, 1979 Rainbow edition,
reading series.
of Chapter Four.

The Tables of Contents are located at the beginning

Chapter 4

THE RESOURCE MANUAL
Chapter Four contains the resource manual developed in this
project.

It includes an Introduction, Table of Contents I, Table

of Contents II, Games, and Appendix.
paginated as a separate entity.

The resource manual is

Following the resource manual is

Chapter Five which continues the pagination from this page.

'

)
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this resource manual is to make readily available
to classroom teachers a collection of a specific type of game--

self-directed games which can be used for practice of selected firstgrade reading skills.

Self-directed games, those which can be used by

students without teache~ participa~ion, were chosen to help meet the
continual need of involving some students in a productive activity while
instructing other students.
The games in this manual are designed to motivate accurate
practice of basic skills by (1) capitalizing on the suspense of
competition--self-competition or interpersonal competition and (2) providing immediate feedback.

The self-corrective games have an answer

device built-in for accurate feedback.

The group corrective games

include reading out loud and thus require another child to listen and
correct.

Group corrective games, as well as self-corrective games,

however, contain vocabulary wh"ich directly correlates with the
controlled vocabulary of the Ginn 720, 1979 Rainbow edition, reading
series and/or the indicated sight words.

Each group game (with the

exception of Pick-A-Link) includes the element of chance--that element
which enables a less able student the opportunity to catch up or get
ahead and thus which also helps to keep a more able student in suspense.
This collection of games contains a variety of game formats--card games,
board games, and games which involve manipulation of such things as
magnets, felt letters, zippers, and clothespins.
l

\
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In view of the time demands that work against a teacher's
attempt to create teaching materials, this manual was developed with
the intent of making construction of the games as easy as possible.

The

following steps were taken to serve as time-saving device for the teachers
using this manual:
1.

A photograph of each completed game is included in the

manual to be used as the primary source of directions for construction.
A written description of each game is also included to give an overview
of the steps needed to make the game and a more detailed explanation
of those steps which might be difficult or confusing.
2.
the game.

A section of directions has been included on how to play
These can be removed by cutting on the dotted line and

then be attached directly to the game without retyping.

The name of

the game> the skill(s) to be practiced in the game, and the game
components are included with the game directions.
3.

An Appendix containing illustrations, shape patterns, and

words used in the games is included to facilitate quick construction
of the games.

The word lists need not be retyped but can be used as

a master copy with a xerox machine and thus directly transferred to
self-adhesive labels.

This process was developed by the writer to

minimize teacher time needed for game construction and is described
in detail under Game Construction Helps.
4.

Two Tabl~s of Contents are provided.

Table of Contents I

has games categorized under the Student Learning Objectives of the Selah
School District to enable a teacher to choose games for practice of a
specific skill.

Table of Contents II has games categorized by levels

in Ginn and units within those levels.

Table of Contents II is
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intended to be especially useful for (1) a teacher who chooses to
color code games according to levels in Ginn, and (2) a teacher who
wants to reinforce the special skills and/or vocabulary of a unit or
level in Ginn.
5.

A section designated 11 Teacher 1 s Notes 11 is provided with

each game for use by teachers to record additional game content,
game variations, and evaluation of game effectiveness.
Game Construction Helps
Labels.

The process of making labels consists of 11 printing 11 words

on self-adhesive address label sheets with a xerox machine.

To 'make

labels,' follow these steps:
1.
}

Purchase self-adhesive addressing labels that are especially

designed for the type of xerographic copier that will be used.
Xerographic addressing labels are currently available in 8½ 11 by 11 11
sheets at office supply stores. Choose the 111 by 2 7/8 11 label size.
The directions inside the label package will name the type of copy
machines in which they will work.
2.

Find the word master in the Appendix.

The Appendix is

arranged in alphabetical order by game title.
3.

Xerox the master.
a.

Place label sheets instead of paper on the paper supply.

b.

Center the master word list on the platen.

c.

Set the copy dial for the number of sets needed as

described in the game directions.
d.

Push START.
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4.

Cut the labels.
a.

If a label sheet contains more than one game or deck or

set, cut these sections apart first to avoid mixing the words.
b.

Look at the photograph to see if each word needs to be

cut apart or if several words can be left together.
with a paper cutter.

Cut accordingly

Instead of cutting labels apart on their natural

cut, fold at the cut line to allow . very easy removal of the labels.
The total time involved in making task cards using the labeJ
process is probably similar to the time needed to hand print words.
However, the advantages are many:
1.

The print is consistent in size, and has professional appeal.

2.

The amount of teacher time needed to make games is reduced

because aides can apply labels.
3.

Labels can be used on wood or metal where printing is

difficult and can be used on items too large to be inserted into a
typewriter, such as a Checkerboard.
4.

Cost per word is inexpensive.

The writer paid $5.35 for

25 sheets of labels, thus costing approximately 1/6 of one cent per word.
Quick Transfer Letters may be obtained from office supply
stores.

They provide consistency in lettering in a larger print than

type.
Task Cards.
printing company.
in this manual:

Much time can be saved by having cards cut by a
Three basic sizes of cards -were used for the games

2 1/2 11 x 3 1/2 11 , 2 3/8 11 x 1 3/4 11 , and 3 1/2 11

by

1 3/4 11 •

The writer chose to use index board (approximately 90 weight) for cards
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because it bends for ease of shuffling.

The writer purchased 6 colors

to color code the five levels in Ginn and the second grade skills.
If the back of each card in a deck is stamped with a design,
the cards are easy to resort.

Stamps can be made by gluing a rubber

refrigerator magnet that has a raised surface to a piece of wood.

One

stamp can be used for several decks if different colors of ink are used.
Card Holders can be quickly made by placing two lids from
coffee cans or margarine tubs back to back and attaching them in the
middle with a wire brad.

First-grade children using card holders can

hold 8 to 12 cards and see all of the words.
Dice may be found in commercial games that are no longer used,
such as those sold at yard sales.

Dice may be made by having one inch

cubes cut at a lumber yard from scrap lumber.
color.

Paint with a light

Mark according to game directions with a permanent marker,

pen, or Quick Transfer letters.
Spinners may be purchased at school supply stores.

Spinners

can be made by punching a hole in the handle of a plastic spoon and
attaching it to a surface with a brad.

A metal washer placed between

the handle and the board enables a free swing.
Game Durabili ty can be improved if games are laminated or
covered with clear contact paper.

The process of laminating is

not mentioned in the directions for individual games except in those
games in which it is necessary to laminate parts of the game at a
particular point prior to completion.
steps before laminating:

Consider taking the following

(1) Attach directions to the game,
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(2) Print the owner's name on the game,

(3)

Stamp the backs of the

game cards with a design for easy resorting.
Book binding tape is very strong for taping game boards
together.
Testors cement for plastic models or contact cement can be
used to adhere two laminated surfaces together.
Game Storage and Organization.
AND GAME STORAGE BEFORE BEGINNING!

PLAN FOR CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION

Why?

Continuous and effective use

of games depends partly on knowing which game can be used for
practice of a particular skill, knowing where that game is located,
and finding the game intact.

Some suggestions are:

1.

Attach directions to the game.

2.

Color code the games by level or skill.

3.

Label storage shelves or boxes with the name of the games

stored there and also label the games with their storage location.
all of the pieces of one game for easy resorting.
stamped with the same design.

Card decks can be

Game pieces and boards can be coded

with printed contact paper.
4.

Consider a check-out system, such as placing a library

card pocket on the back of each game.

Count game parts after each

use during the introductory period and periodically thereafter to
encourage good habits.

Code
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TABLE OF CONTENTS I
Student Learning Objectives
Kindergarten - First Grade - Second Grade
Notes:

a. Games under each skill division are arranged in order from
the easiest to the most difficult according to the writer's
judgement.
b. Games include a brief description if the skill practiced
in the game is more specific than the skill category.

* Games that provide practice for more than one objective
are listed under each objective and are marked with an
asterisk.
KINDERGARTEN

I. Word Attack
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A.
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Phonetic Analysis
K-WA-PA-1 Identify the likenesses and differences of
sounds in words

B.

FILE FOLDER FUN
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LEND AN EAR . .
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Structural Analysis
K-WA-SA-2 Identify likenesses and differences in
letters and words
*COPYCAT.
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... .
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MATCH THE ASHES
*SEE AND SAY
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K-WA-SA-3 Name upper-case letters of alphabet
*REMEMBER
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KINDERGARTEN lcontinued)
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K-WA-SA-4 Name lower-case letters of alphabet
FISH BOWL
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*REMEMBER

51

K-WA-SA-5 Track left-right
*COPYCAT . . .
*SEE AND SAY

9

57

FIRST GRADE
I.

Word Attack
A.

Phonetic Analysis
The student will read a given list of words containing
the following:
1-WA-PA-1 Initial, medial, and final consonants
FOLLOW THE CLOWNS (Initial consonants)

19

*PICTURE POCKETS (Initial consonants)

41

PUZZLERS (Initial consonants) . . .

47

ZIP UP AND AWAY (Final consonants)

79

DRAGON I TIS
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. .

1-WA-PA-2 Short vowels
*PICTURE POCKETS (Initial short vowels)

41

SOUND SEARCH (Medial vowels)

63

R-2-C-2 (Medial vowels) . . .

49

S-T-R-E-T-C-H WORD lMedial vowels in word base) . .

65

*BAG OF BONES lMedial i)'..

1

*PIRATE'S PLUNDER (Medial i, a, o) .

43

*WIN ALL (Medi al vowels) . .

73
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FIRST GRADE (continued)
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1-WA-PA-3 Long vowels I, E, A
*BAG OF BONES li)

1

*PIRATE'S PLUNDER (i, a) .

43

*WIN ALL .

73

*SHIFT {i, a)

61

1-WA-PA-4 Initial consonant clusters: voiced and
unvoiced th, sh, wh- (hw), st, tr, fr, gr
*HOPPITY HARE (sh) . . . .

23

*MOUNT RAINIER (wh, th)

37

*WRITE-ON (tr, fr, gr) .

77

1-WA-PA-5 Final consonant clusters:

st, th, ck, sh

*HOPPITY HARE {sh) .

23

*MOUNT RAINIER (th)

37

PUTfER BEAR (ck)

45

1-WA-PA-6 Special vowels ee, ea, ay
*WIN ALL . . . .
B.

73

Structural Analysis
1-WA-SA-1 Read plurals:

s, es

MORE OR LESS (s)
1-WA-SA-2 Contractions:

35
1

CONTRACTION ACTION l I s,
CONTRACTION DOMINOES

.

s, n't,
1

11 )

1

11
5
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FIRST GRADE (continued)
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II.

Comprehension
A.

Literal
l-C-L-1 Recognize sentence meaning

SENTENCE CHOO CHOO (Sentence word order)

59

MATCH-UPS (Combine subject and predicate phrases) .

33

l-C-L-2 Recognize and recall details
TELL-A-VIEW (Relate text to pictures)

67

KEYS TO QUESTIONS {Classify who, what, where,
when phrases)
......... .
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CLIP-ON {Match answers to question)
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1-C-L-4 Recognize and recall sequence
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III.
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Vocabulary
1-V-1 Sight words: The student win read orally the
words on the first hundred A & P Sight Vocabulary list
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KNOW AND GO CHECKERS
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71
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1-V-3 The student will pick out like meaning words
(big ; l a rg e)
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..
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SECOND GRADE

I. Word Attack
A.

Phonetic Analysis
The student will read a given list of words containing
the fo 11 owing:
2-WA-PA-1 Initial consonant clusters:
br, sn, fl, ch, sl, bl, er

str, sk, dr,

FEED ME (ch)

13

*WRITE-ON (bl, fl)
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2-WA-PA-5 Long vowels O and U
*PIRATE'S PLUNDER lo)

43

*WIN ALL .

73

*SHIFT to) .

61

2-WA-PA-6 Special vowel sounds: ai, oo (book), oo (boot),
ow (l01-1), ow tcow), oa, iiU, ou, ey, ie (thief), y as
vowel
*SHIFT (oa)
B.

61

Structural Analysis
2-WA-SA-8 Select rhyming words based on structure
*SHIFT

j

..........

61
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Ginn 720 Reading Levels
1979 Rainbow Edition
Notes:

a. Games under each unit are arranged in order from
easiest to most difficult according to the writer's
judgment.
b. If a game contains more than one deck, each of which
can be used separately as a game, the game is listed at
each level.

c. If one game contains words from more than one level,
it is listed at the highest level, since the game is not
recommended for use until a child has mastered all of the
skills in the game.
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Level Two:

A POCKETFUL OF SUNSHINE (continued)

PICTURE POCKETS (Initial consonants and short vowels) .

41

SOUND SEARCH (Medial short vowels)

63

R-2-C-2 (Medial short vowels) . . . .

49

Unit Two
SAD CAT, Deck 1 (Vocabulary of Level 2, Units 1-2)
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Unit Four
SAD CAT, Deck 2 (Vocabulary of Level 2, Units 3-4)
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Unit Six
SAD CAT, Deck 3 (Vocabulary of Level 2, Units 5-6)
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Unit Eight
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SAD CAT, Deck 4 (Vocabulary of Level 2, Units 7-8)
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TELL-A-View (Details in pictures) .
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Level Three:

A DUCK IS A DUCK

Unit One
ZIP UP AND AWAY (Final consonants)
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PUTTER BEAR (Final ck)
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SAD CAT, Deck 5 (Vocabulary of Level 3, Unit 1)
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Unit Two
MORE OR LESS (P'lurals with s) . . . . .
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Unit Three
S-T-R-E-T-C-H WORD, Deck 1 (Short i word bases)
BAG OF BONES (Short and long i)

. . . . . . .
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Level Three:

A DUCK IS A DUCK lcontinued)

CONTRACTION DOMINOES (Contractions:
CONTRACTION ACTION (Contractions:

's, n't,

I

11)

's, '11) .
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5

SAD CAT Deck 7 (Vocabulary of Level 3, Unit 3)

55

SHIFT, 'Deck 1 (Long i)
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WIN ALL, Deck 1 (Short and long i)

73

Level Four:

HELICOPTERS AND GINGERBREAD

Unit One
GO HUNT, Deck 1 (Vocabulary of Level 4, Unit 1) .

21

S-T-R-E-T-C-H WORD, Deck 2 (Short e word bases)

65

KEYS TO QUESTIONS, Set 1 (Recognize details)

25

Unit Two
WIN ALL, Deck 2 (Short and long e, ee, ea)

73

GO HUNT, Deck 2 lVocabulary of Level 4, Unit 2)

21

Unit Three
DRAGONITIS (Initial, medial, and final consonants)

11

SENTENCE CHOO CHOO (Sentence word order)

59

TREASURE CHEST lVocabulary of Level 4; synonyms)

69

GO HUNT, Deck 3 lVocabulary of Level 4, Unit 3) ..

21

Level Five:

MAY I COME IN?

Unit One
WORD RUMMY, Deck 1 (Vocabulary of Level 5, Unit 1)
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S-T-R-E-T-C-H WORD, Deck 3 (Short a word bases)

65
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Level Five:

MAY I COME IN? (continued)

Unit Two
WORD RUMMY, Deck 2 (Vocabulary of Level 5, Unit 2)
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Unit Three
WORD RUMMY, Deck 3 lVocabulary of Level 5, Unit 3)
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SHIFT, Deck 2 (Long a)
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WIN ALL, Deck 3 (Short and long a, ay)
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MATCH-UPS (Sentence meaning)
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Unit Four
WORD RUMMY, Deck 4 (Vocabulary of Level 5, Unit 4)
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KEYS TO QUESTIONS, Set 2 (Recognize details)

25

CLIP-ON (Recognize details) . . . . . . . . . .

3

Unit Five
HOPPITY HARE (Initial and final sh) . . .

23

MOUNT RAINIER (Initial wh, th; final th)

37

WORD RUMMY, Deck 5 (Vocabulary o_f Level 5, Unit 5)

75

Level Six:

ONE TO GROW ON

Unit One
FEED ME (Initial ch) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

13

Unit Two
S-T-R-E-T-C-H WORD, Deck 4 (Short o word bases) . . . . . .

65

Unit Three
S-T-R-E-T-C-H WORD, Ueck 5 (Short u word bases).. . . . .

65
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Level Six:

ONE TO GROW ON (continued)

Unit Four
PIRATE'S PLUNDER (Short and long i, a, o)

43

WIN ALL, Deck 4 (Short and long o)

73

Level Seven:

THE DOG NEXT DOOR AND OTHER STORIES

Unit Three
WRITE-ON (tr, fr, gr, bl,

fl) . . . .

SHIFT, Deck 3 (Longo, including oa)

)

77

61

BAG OF BONES*
(

I

SKILL:

1-WA-PA-2 Short vowels
1-WA-PA-3 Long vowels

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Draw a dog on each of the two 14 by 22" pieces of tagboard.
Print on 1 board the words, Put short vowels in the bag." Print on the
other board the words, Put long vowels in the bag." Laminate. Tape the
boards together as shown in the photograph. Make 2 drawstring bags or
use 2 Ziploc bags and attach to the tagboard beneath the dogs' mouths.
Make 1 set of labels using the WIN ALL Long or Short 1 master in the
Appendix. Cut 50 bones, approximately 2 1/2 11 by 3/4 11 , out of tagboard.
Place 22 short i word labels and 22 long i word labels on 44 of the bones.
On the backs of those bones indicate whether the word is a long or short i
word. Place smiley faces on the fronts and backs of the 6 remaining bones.
11

11

11

BAG OF BONES
SKILL:

(l-WA-PA-2; l-WA-PA-3)
is long or short

GAME COMPONENTS:
DIRECTIONS:

Determine whether the medial i in a word

BAG OF BONES board; bones

1 or 2 children

A. 1 child. Open and set up the BAG OF BONES board. Place all
of the bones in a pile with words face up.· Read the word on the top bone
and place the bone into the appropriate bag. If the bone has a smiley face
on it, keep the bone to count as part of the final score. Continue with
each bone until all bones have been used. To self-check, look at the back
of each bone in the short i bag to see if it is in the correct bag. Keep
the correctly placed bones; place the others in a discard pile. Do the
same with the long i bag. Each bone counts as 1 point. Try to increase
one's score in succeeding games, recording scores on a chart if desired.
B. 2 children. Follow similar procedure except for the following :
(l) Each child chooses 1 bag. (2) Children alternate turns drawing from
the pile of bones. (3) Those bones which do not belong in one's bag must
be placed into a discard pile . (4) When a child gets a smiley face bone,
she may draw a second bone on the same turn. (5) Children self-check their
bones at the end of the game. l6) The child with the most correctly
placed bones wins. (7) Children may exchange bags and play again.
*This game is an adaptation of a game idea obtained from
Dr. Delwyn Schubert at a 1979 workshop at Central \~ashington University
entitled, "Developing Manipulative Materials for Reading.
11
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BAG OF BONES
Teacher's Notes:

N

3

CLIP-ON
SKILL:

l-C-L-2

Recognize details

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Paint a pizza board and 5 clothespins to match.
following story on an index card:

Type the

The Balloon
James looks for his balloon in the sky.
See the purple . balloon fly into the house!
Now James runs into the house!
Glue the card onto the pizza board. Make 1 set of labels using the
ClIP-ON master in the Appendix. Place question labels on the board and
answer labels on the clothespins. Clip each clothespin on the board
next to the question it answers, turn the board over, and make different
colored dots on the board at the end of each clothespin. Place a dot on
each clothespin to match those on the board. Optional: Place approximately 30 stickers on the back of the board.

CLIP-ON

SKILL:

(l-C-L-2) Read a 3-sentence story and match answers to WHO,
~!HAT, ~JHEN, and WHERE questions

GAME COMPONENTS:

CLIP-ON board with 5 clothespins attached

DIRECTIONS: 1 child. Read the story. Read the first question, find the
clothespin with the answer and clip the answer next to the question.
Continue to answer all of the questions in the same manner. Self-check
by turning the board over to see if the dot on the back of the
clothespin is the same color as the dot on the board. Count the number
of correct ansv,iers for points. Try to increase one's score in succeeding
games, recording scores on a chart if desired. Optional: If a child
correctly answers all of the questions, she may print her name on the
back of the game on one of the stickers.

4

CLIP-ON
, Notes:
Teachers
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CONTRACTION ACTION*

,,,,.. -.

SKILL:

1-WA-SA-3 Contractions

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: The following directions are for 1 set; make 2 identical
sets for the game. Lay out 8 library card pockets so that the open end is
at the right side. Print the following words on the front of the pockets
so that the las~ letter of each word comes within l/8 11 of the open end:
I, we, you, here, it, what. Cut eight 3 3/8 11 by 4 1/4 11 cards. Place
each card par:t way into a pocket so that approximately 1 1/2 11 of the card
is in the pocket; Print the underlined parts of the following word pairs
onto the cards in the appropriate pockets: I will, we will, you w@,
here is, it is, what is. Draw a line on the card at the pocket edge . to
indicate correct placement of the card in the pocket. Slide each card
further into its pocket so that only the letters that form the equivalent
contraction are showing. Turn the pocket with the card in it to the
back side, being sure to keep the card in place, and cut a V-slot in the
edge of .the pocket. Color a triangular shape in the card through the
V-slot. Make 2 cards and pockets with smiley faces instead of contractions. Print apostrophes at the bottom of 6 clothespins. Print the
contractions, 11 I 1 ll, we 1 ll, you 1 ll, here's, it 1 s, what 1 s, 11 on a chart.

)
CONTRACTION ACTION
SKILL:

(l-WA-SA-3) Read a word pair, change it into a contraction and
read the contraction

GAME COMPONENTS: 16 pockets and cards with apostrophe clothespins;
contraction chart
DIRECTIONS:

1 or 2 children
'

A. 2 children. Take out the contraction chart. First child
draws one contraction pocket, moves the card so that the line on the
front of the card is even with the pocket edge and reads the words. If
correct, he slides the card farther into the pocket to form the
equivalent contraction, clips the apostrophe clothespin at the appropriate place and reads the contraction. He then self-checks by turning the
card over and looking to see if the triangular shape on the card shows
through the V-slot in the pocket. If the triangles match, the answer is
correct. Keep the card if correctly answered; place it into a discard
pile if incorrectly answered. Children alternate turns. When a child
gets a smiley face card, he may draw a second card on the same turn. The
child with the most packets at the end of the game wins.
*This game is an adaptation of a game idea obtained from Dorris
Morrow at the 1979 Fall Conference of the Washington Organization for
Reading Development at Yakima, Washington.

6
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Teacher 1 s Notes:
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CONTRACTION DOMINOES
SKILL:

l-WA-SA-3 Contractions

GROUP. CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Make 1 set of labels using the CONTRACTION DOMINOES master
in the Appendix. Place a word label at both ends of twenty-eight 3 1/2 11
by 1 3/4" cards in the same order as the words appear on the master. For
instance, place the first 2 words in the first line (I'll and I will) on
1 card; place the next 2 words (I'll and we will) on the second card;
and continue to complete the rest of the cards in the same way. Make
sure that the labels are positioned as shown on the dominoes in the
photograph. Draw a line across the center of each card between the
labels if desired. To make extra sets of dominoes using words other than
those listed in the Appendix, choose 7 words and copy each word 8 times
for 1 set of dominoes. For each of the 7 words, make one card with both
ends having the same word and make 6 other cards with that word at 1 end
and each of the other 6 words at the other end.

CONTRACTION DOMINOES
SKILL:

(l-WA-SA-3)

GAME COMPONENTS:

Match word pairs with their equivalent contractions
28 dominoes

DIRECTIONS: 2 to 4 children. Shuffle. Place each domino face down.
Each child chooses 5 dominoes and places them face up in front of him.
First child plays a domino face up and reads the words at both ends. If
he reads the words incorrectly, he must return the domino to his 11 hand 11
and wait to play until his next turn. The child to the left of the
first child plays a domino that matches the word at either end of the
first domino and reads the words. (He may play the domino end to end
with the first domino or may form a corner.) Contractions and their
equivalent word pairs are considered to be identical words. If a child
has a domino that has the same word at both ends, he places it sideways
to the domino previously played, thus giving it 4 playable sides. If a
child does not have a domino that will match any of the dominoes played
or is out of dominoes, he draws 1 from those left face down. After all
of the face-down dominoes have been taken, the first child to play all
of his dominoes wins.

8

CONTRACTION DOMINOES
Teacher's Notes:
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COPYCAT
SKILL:

K-WA-SA-2

Identify likenesses and differences in letters and
words
K-l~A-SA-5 Track left-right

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Use pressure-sensitive letters or hand print the following
words in upper-case letters at the top of a card: BEN, TED, BILL, ROSA,
NAN, LAD. Paste a picture representing each word at the bottom of each
card. Make a letter tile for each letter of each word by placing a
pressure-sensitive letter on each 1 square bathroom tile. Use Quick
Transfer letters to number the backs of the letter tiles to show the
correct order of the letters within each corresponding word. (Numbers 1
and 3 may be marked on both N's and numbers 3 and 4 may be marked on both
L's.) Make 9 extra tiles for letters not found in the words. Place a
straight line beneath each letter of all of the tiles to show the
correct position of the letter. Package the game into 3 drawstring bags
with picture cards and letter tiles as follows: ROSA, BILL, and 3 extra
tiles; LAD, NAN, and 3 extra tiles; BEN, TED, and 3 extra tiles.
11

COPYCAT
SKILL:

(K-WA-SA-2; K-WA-SA-5) Identify and arrange the correct order
from left to right to replicate a word

GAME COMPONENTS: 3 sets containing 2 word cards and 9 to 11 letter
tiles per set
DIRECTIONS:

1 or 2 children

A. 2 children. Each child draws 1 of the word cards from the
bag and lays it face up in front of him. First child draws a letter
tile from the bag. If the letter is the first letter of his word, he
places it above the corresponding letter on his card. If the letter is
not the first letter of the word, he returns it to the bag. In succeeding
turns the only letter which can be used is the one which is needed in
the left to right sequence. Children alternate turns. The first child
to correctly complete his word wins. Self-check by turning each tile
over to see if the numbers are in order. Put away that set and begin
a new round with another set.
B. 1 child. Follow similar procedure except for the following:
(1) Lay 1 word card face up. Lay out all the letter tiles with letter
side up and with the line at the bottom. (2) Choose the letter tiles
from left to right to duplicate the first word card. (3) Take out the
second card and do the same. (4) Se•lf-check. (5) Score 1 point per
correct word, recording one's score on a chart if desired, to be
compared with scores from other sets.

10

COPYCAT
Teacher s Notes:
1
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DRAGON I TIS*
SKILL:

1-WA-PA-1

Initial, medial, and final consonants

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPERATION: Cut 2 pieces of illustration board 8 3/4 11 by 10 1/2" for
the outside sections of the game an'd 1 piece 9" by 10 1/2 11 for the middle
section. Laminate each piece separately. Make a dragon on construction
paper and cut into 3 pieces of a size to fit onto the 3 pieces of
illustration board. Laminate each piece separately. Tape the 3 boards
together. Glue the dragon parts onto their respective boards leaving a
2 5/8" section per dragon part unglued to form pockets, thus forming one
pocket per dragon section. Make task cards by completing the following:
ll) Glue pictures onto 2 1/4 11 by 3 1/2" cards. (2) Print the initial or
middle or ending letter of the word below the picture. t3) On the back
of the card print the word and circle the same letter that was printed
on the front side of the card.

DRAGON IT IS
SKILL:

1-WA-PA-l Determine if a given consonant is heard in the initial,
medial, or final position of a word represented by a picture

GAME COMPONENTS: Dragonitis board; picture cards with a consonant on the
front and the word on the back
DIRECTIONS:

1 or 2 children

A. 1 child. Place cards in a stack with pictures face up. Look
at the top card and tell whether the letter printed on the card is heard
at the beginning or middle or end of the word. Put the card in the
corresponding beginning or middle or end part of the dragon. When all
cards have been placed in the dragon, self-check by looking at the word
printed on the back of the card. All of the cards placed in the beginning
section of the dragon should have the beginning letter of the word circled.
The middle and end sections correspond in the same way. Count the cards
correctly placed for a score. Try to increase one's score in each
succeeding game, recording scores on a chart if desired.
B. 2 children. Follow similar procedure except for the
following: (1) Second child checks the placement of the first child's
card before taking his turn. He gives the card to the first child if it
was correctly placed and places it in a discard pile if it was incorrectly
placed. t2) Children alternate turns. (3) The child holding the most
cards at the end of the game wins.
*This game is an adaptation of a game idea obtained from Dr. Delwyn
Schubert at a 1979 workshop at Central Washington University entitled,
"Developing ManipLi"lative Materials for Reading."

/
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Teacher's Notes:
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FEED ME*
SKILL:

2-WA-PA-l

Initial consonant cluster

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Make a monster on illustration board. Cut a 1 15/16 11 by
1/4 11 rectangular ho1e for the monster's mouth. Laminate. Make a
transparent pocket from clear contact paper and place it on the monster
beneath the words FEED ME. Print ch on a card and place the card into
the pocket. Paste pictures that begin with ch on tagboard circles which
are 1 7/8" in diameter. Paste pictures that do not begin with ch on
tagboard circles which are 211 in diameter. Label the cookie jar and
the garbage can.

FEED ME
SKILL:

(2-WA-PA-l)
with ch

Determine l'Jhich words represented by pictures begin

GAME COMPONENTS: FEED ME monster; cookie cards in a cookie jar; small
garbage can
DIRECTIONS:

1 or 2 children

A. 2 children. First child draws a cookie from the cookie jar,
names the picture, and tells whether or not the word begins with ch.
He then tries to feed the cookie to the monster. Since the monster will
only eat ch clusters, the child can determine whether or not his answer
was correct. It the child's answer was correct, he keeps the cookie.
If his answer was incorrect, he places the cookie into the garbage can.
The children alternate turns. The winner is the one with the most cookies
at the end of the game.
B. 1 child. Follow similar procedure as above except that the
child tries to increase the number of cookies kept in each succeeding
game, recording scores on a chart if desired.

*This game is an adaptation of a game idea obtained from
Dr. Del1-Jyn Schubert at a 1979 workshop at Central Washington University
entitled, "Developing Manipulative Materials for Reading."

14
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Teacher s Notes:
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FILE FOLDER FUN
SKILL:

K-WA-PA-1
in words

Identify the likenesses and differences of sounds

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Make a gameboard by placing circle stickers and special
stickers on a colored file folder to form a path. Label START and
FINISH. Make or purchase a spinner or die. To make task cards, cut
out pictures beginning with b, m, ands from old workbooks and glue onto
cards. Place one type of sticker on the back of each b picture card,
another type on -the back of each "m picture card, and a third type
on the back of each s picture card. Print the letters b, m,
ands on 3 larger cards. Place the sticker that was used on the backs
of all the corresponding picture cards beside each letter. Under each
letter glue a picture that begins with that letter. Make a direction
card by typing the following on a card:
Set-up: Place the 3 letter
cards side by side. Shuffle the other cards and place in a pile with
the picture side up. Task: Look at the picture on the top card of
the pile and place it under the picture that begins with the same
sound. Self-check by turning the picture card over to see if the stamp
on the back matches the stamp on the letter card.
11

11

11

11

11

11

11

)

FILE FOLDER FUN
SKILL:

Multipurpose
Sample skill {K-WA-PA-1) is to identify identical initial
sounds of words represented by pictures

GAME COMPONENTS: File folder gameboard; task cards; spinner or die;
2 to 4 markers
DIRECTIONS: 2 to 4 children. Each child chooses a marker and places
it on START. First child draws a card and attempts the task. If ccrrrect,
she spins or shakes the die and moves that many spaces. If the child
did not correctly complete the task, she does not spin or throw the die
and thus does not move. Whenever a child lands on a special sticker on
the gameboard path, she can move ahead 2 spaces during that turn.
Children alternate turns. The first child to FINISH wins.

16
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FISH BOWL
SKILL:

K-WA-SA-4 Name lower-case letters of alphabet

GROUP .CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Make a fishing pole by attaching fishing line to a dowel
and gluing a magnet to the end of the string. Cut 26 tagboard fish and
print a lower-case letter of the alphabet on each. Laminate. Staple
each fish 3 or 4 times close together as a mouth. Purchase a plastic
fish bowl. Collect miscellaneous miniature objects such as a doll shoe,
spring, pop bottle cap, etc., to place in the fish bowl with the fish.
Staple those objects which are not metal.

FISH BOWL
SKILL:

(K-WA-SA-4)

Name lower-case letters of alphabet

GAME COMPONENTS: Fishing pole; fish bowl containing 26 fish and
miscellaneous objects
DIRECTIONS: 2 children. First child lowers her magnet 11 hook 11 into
the fish bowl. If she catches a fish, she names the letter on the
fish, keeping the fish if correct and tossing ·it back if incorrect.
If she catches something other than a fish she keeps it and counts
that as her turn. Children alternate turns. The child with the most
fish at the end of the game wins; miscellaneous objects do not count.

18
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Teacher's Notes:
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FOLLOW THE CLOWNS
SKILL:

1-WA-PA-1

Initial consonants

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Draw a circus tent in the middle of a piece of tagboard.
Make 2 copies of the FOLLOW THE CLOWNS master found in the Appendix.
Have each child color and cut out 1 clown head. Paste the colored
clown heads in 2 paths leading from the left and right edges of the
board to the circus tent. Print START on the 2 appropriate clowns. Make
or purchase a spinner, divide it into 3 pie-shaped parts and number the
parts 1, 2, 3. Make task cards by gluing pictures from old workbooks
onto cards. Make a direction card by typing the following task on ~he
card: "Name the picture and the beginning letter of the word.
11

FOLLOW THE CLOWNS
SKILL:

Multipurpose
Sample Skill (l-WA-PA-1) is to name the initial consonant of a
word represented by a picture

GAME COMPONENTS:
cards

Gameboard; spinner; 2 to 4 markers; any set of task

DIRECTIONS: 2 children. Each child chooses a clown labeled START
and places a marker on it. Place task card pile face down. First
child spins a number and draws that many cards. If he can complete
the tasks correctly, he moves to the next clown on the path to the
circus tent. Children alternate turns. The winner is the one who
reaches the circus tent first.

20

FOLLOW THE CLOWNS
Teacher's Notes:
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GO HUNT
SKILL:

1-V-2 Vocabulary of the basal program

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Make 4 sets of word labels using the GO HUNT master in the
Appendix. Make word cards by placing the same label at both ends of
each card. Make a second set of word cards exactly like the first set
so that each card has a matched pair. Divide the cards into 3 decks
according the the 3 units in Helicopters and Gingerbread.

- .GO HUNT
SKILL:

(l-V-2) Identify the cards with identical words and read
the word out loud
Decks 1-3: Ginn Level 4 Basic and Decodable Words, Units
1-3 respectively

GAME COMPONENTS:

Card deck; 2 to 4 card holders (optional)

DIRECTIONS: 2 to 4 children . Shuffle. Deal '5 cards to each child.
Lay extra cards face down. First child to the left of the dealer
checks his hand for identical words. If he has any word pairs, he
reads the word out loud and lays the pairs down in front of him. He
then asks the group for the word to match a word in his hand by saying,
"I am hunting for - ------,If another child is not sure vvhat the
word looks like, he may ask to see it. If a child holds the matching
card, he gives it to the first child. First child then lays down the
pair. If no one has the card for which the first child asked,
the dealer replies, Hunt.
The first child then draws a card to
complete his turn. Children alternate turns. If a child uses all his
cards before the game is over, he draws 1 from the stack. The winner
is the person with the most cards when the pile has been used.
Variation: The child who is hunting for a pair ·can ask only 1 person
instead of the group.
11

11

11
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GO HUNT
Teacher1s Notes:
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HOPP ITY HARE

SKILL:

l-WA-PA-4
l-WA-PA-5

Initial consonant clusters
Final consonant clusters

GROUP CORRECT! VE
PREPARATION: Draw a hare on illustration board and cut it out.
Draw a circle on the hare and divide it into 3 pie-shaped pieces
for the spinner. Number the sections 1, 2, 3. Laminate. Attach
a spinner. Make 1 set of labels using the HOPPITY HARE master in
the Appendix. Make task cards by placing sh word labels on cards.
Number the back of each card with 1, 2, or 3. Make a direction card
by typing the following task on a card: 11 Read the word and use it
in a sentence.

HOPPITY HARE
SKILL:

Multipurpose
Sample skill (l-WA-PA-4; l-WA-PA-5) is to read words
containing initial or final sh and to use them in a sentence

GAME COMPONENTS:

Gameboard; task cards with numbers on back

DIRECTIONS: 2 to 4 children. Lay task cards aroun1 the edge of the
hare with numbered sides up. First child spins a number and chooses
a card with that number. If she can complete the task, she keeps.the
card. If she fails to complete the task or spins a·~number for which
there is no card left, she does not get a card that turn. Children
alternate turns. When all cards have been taken, the child with the
most cards wins. Variation: If task cards without numbers are to be
used, a child spins and draws the number of cards shown on the spinner.

J
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Teacher s Notes:
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KEYS TO QUESlIONS*
SKILL:

l-C-L-2 Recognize and recall details

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Cut two 11 by 16 pieces of illustration board. Attach 2
library card pockets to each board and label them ~/HO, WHAT, WHERE, and
WHEN as pictured in the photograph. Decorate the boards as desired.
Laminate. To open the library card pockets, slit the tops. Stack the 2
boards together so that the pockets are on the inside and tape the boards
along one of the shorter edges. Make 1 set of labels using the KEYS TO
QUESTIONS word master in the Appendix. Use the key patterns on the KEYS
TO QUESTIONS master in the Appendix to cut 8 WHO keys, 8 WHAT keys, and
6 WHERE keys out ofwhitetagboard. , Place the Set 1 word labels, including
the titles WHO, WHAT, and WHERE on appropriate keys. Use the same key
patterns to cut 8 WHO keys, 10 WHAT keys, 13 WHERE keys, and 5 WHEN keys
out of green tagboard. Place the Set 2 word labels, including the titles
WHO, WHAT, WHERE, and WHEN on appropriate keys. Place the title keys in
a non-transparent bag labeled MASTER KEYS. Tape the bag to the back of
the KEYS TO QUESTIONS board. Label a can or box with a key shape and
store the remaining keys in it.
11

11

)

KEYS TO QUESTIONS
SKILL:

(l-C--L-2)

GAME COMPONENTS:
DIRECTIONS:

Classify WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN words or phrases
KEYS TO QUESTIONS board; keys

1 or 2 children

A. 1 child. Take a key from the key box, read the word or
phrase, and place the key into the appropriate pocket. When all keys
have been placed, self-check by removing the master keys from the back
of the game to compare the shape of the master key with the keys in the
pocket. Each key in the WHO pocket, for example, should be the same
shape as the WHO master key. Score 1 point for each correctly placed
key. Try to increase one's score in succeeding games, recording scores
on a chart if desired.
B. 2 children. Follow similar procedure except for the
following: (1) Use only green keys. (2) Each child chooses 2 pockets.
(3) Children alternate turns. (4) Each child places keys only into
their own pockets and places other keys into a discard pile. (5) Each
child self-checks their keys at the end of the game. (6) The child with
the most correctly placed keys wins.
*This game is an adaptation of a game idea obtained from Dr. Delwyn
Schubert at a 1979 workshop at Central l~ashington University entitled,
"Developing Manipulative Materials for Reading.
11
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Teacher's Notes:
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KNOW AND GO CHECKERS
SKILL:

1-V-1

Sight words

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Purchase or make a checkerboard. To make a board, cut a
12" square of illustration board and draw sixty-four 1 1/2" squares on it.
Make 2 sets of labels using the KNOW AND GO CHECKERS master in the
Appendix. Because the master contains 113 sight words, there are enough
words for 3 checker games with 17 extra labels. Choose 32 of the words
for the first game. Place 2 identical v1ords on each 1 1/4" square so that
either child may read the word from her side of the game. Purchase or
make 24 checkers. To make 12 black and 12 red checkers, but circles with
a 111 diameter out of tagboard and draw crowns on 1 side of each checker.
Make 2 more checker games, if desired, using 64 of the remaining sight
words.

KNOW AND GO CHECKERS
)

SKILL:

(l-V-1)

GAME COMPONENTS:

Read sight words
Checkerboard; 24 checkers

DIRECTIONS: 2 children. First child takes the red checkers and chooses
1 end of the checkerboard. Both children place their checkers, crown side
down, on the word squares at their end of the board, thus covering the
first 3 rows at their end. The object of the game is to try to remove
or block the other child s checkers. Before any checker can be moved, a
child must correctly read the word under that checker. To begin the game,
the first child chooses 1 checker to move and reads the word under that
checker. If correct, she moves diagonally forward to a word square.
Children alternate turns. A child may jump the other child s checker if
it is in front of hers and if there is an empty space on \\lhi ch to land.
Several checkers in a row may be jumped in one turn if there is a
landing spot behind each. The checkers jumped are removed from the
game. When a child s checker reaches King s Row," the last row on the
opposite side of the board, it becomes a "King," is turned over to show
its crown side and can be moved forward or backward. The child who
first removes all of the other child's checkers or blocks them wins.
1

1

1

11

1
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KNOW AND GO CHECKERS
Teacher's Notes:
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LEND AN EAR
SKILL:

K-WA-PA-1

Likenesses and differences of sounds in words

SELF-CORRECTIVE

)

PREPARATION: Stamp a smiley face on a card and print YES beneath it.
Stamp a sad face on a card and print NO beneath it. Tape record the
following on a cassette tape, waiting a short time between the words
and the answers and between the answers and the next words:
Listen carefully to the 2 words that I say to see if they
begin with the same sound.
boy
ball - - - - - - YES, they start with the same
sound. If you held up the YES
card, take a bean.
cow ------- NO, they do not start with the
bat
same sound. If you held up a
NO card, take a bean.
YES, if you held up YES, take
dog duck
a bean.
goat
NO
fan
hat
YES
house
- - - - - - · YES
leaf lamp
YES
man
mice
pig
NO
coat NO
sun
top - YES
zipper zebra
THE END

LEND AN EAR
SKILL:

(K-WA-PA-1) Listen to determine whether or not 2 words begin with
the same sound

GAME COMPONENTS: Cassette tape and player; earphones for l; 10 discs or
beans; small cup or container
DIRECTIONS: 1 child. Place the YES card and the NO card face up. Take
discs out of the cup. Listen carefully to the tape to tell if the 2 words
begin with the same sound. If the words begin with the same sound,
quickly hold up the YES card with the smiley face; if the words do not
begin with the same sound, quickly hold up the NO card with the sad face.
Listen for the correct answer. If the card held up is the same as the
answer given on the tape, place 1 disc into the cup. If the card is
different, do not take a disc. When the person on the tape says, THE END,
turn off the recorder and count all of the discs in the cup for points.
Try to increase one's score in succeeding games, recording scores on a
chart if desired.

30

LEND AN EAR
Teacher s Notes:
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MATCH THE ASHES
SKILL:

K-WA-SA-2

Identify likenesses and differences in letters

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Draw a volcano and an ash cloud on a pizza board. Cover
the volcano side of the board with contact paper. Place 8 lower-case
felt letters on the volcano. Instead of using felt, letters may be
printed in glue and covered with volcanic ash or sand. Punch a small
hole to the right of each letter. Place 14" piece of Super Pyro-Lace
in each hole, using a different color of lace per hole. Pull most of
the lace to the front side of the board and fasten in place by tying
a knot on the back and front sides close to the pizza board. Place
letters identical to those in the center strip around the outside edge
of the pizza board. Punch a hole next to each of these letters on the
side next to the center of the board. Lace the board as if playing the
game, turn the board over, and color a circle on the back of the board
around each hole to match the color of the lace. If 2 children will
be playing the game, make a second game similar to the first and make
a spinner with 2 smiley faces and 2 sad faces.

MATCH THE ASHES
SKILL:

( K-WA-SA-2)

GAME COMPONENTS:
playing)
DIRECTIONS:

Identify likenesses and differences in letters

MATCH THE ASHES board; spinner (if 2 children are

1 or 2 children

A. 1 child. Use a finger to trace a letter on the volcano.
Find the identical letter on the outside edge of the board and place the
lace from the first letter into the hole by the identical letter. Continue
to lace the rest of the board in the same manner. Self-check by turning
the board over to compare the color of the string with the color of the
circle around the outside of the hole. For each correct match score 1
point. Try to increase one s score in succeeding games, recording
scores on a chart if desired.
1

B. 2 children. Follow a similar procedure except for the
following: (1) Each child takes a board. (2) Children alternate turns
spinning. If a child spins a smiley face, she gets to lace one letter.
If she spins a sad face, she loses that turn. (3) When 1 child has
laced all of her letters, the game is over. The child who has the most
correctly laced letters wins.

32
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MATCH-UPS
SKILL:

1-C-L-1

Recognize sentence meaning

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Print the sentence parts listed on the MATCH-UPS master in
the Appendix on lined paper, using different colored markers for each set.
Mount the sentence parts on the upper half of 4 11 by 13 11 tagboard strips.
Make 1 set of labels using the MATCH-UPS master in the Appendix and place
the 2 labels that make a complete sentence on the back of each beginning
sentence strip for an answer key. Make a pocket chart by laminating four
211 by 28" strips of tagboard and one 22" by 28 11 piece of tagboard and
then taping the lower and side edges of the strips to the large piece of
tagboard with book tape.

MATCH-UPS
SKILL:

(l-C-L-1)

Combine subject and predicate phrases to make sentences

)

GAME COMPONENTS:
DIRECTIONS:

4 sets with 8 sentence strips per set; pocket chart

1 to 2 children

A. 1 child. Choose 1 set of sentence strips. Place the beginning sentence parts at the left in the pocket chart. Place the ending
sentence parts next to the appropriate beginning strips. Self-check by
turning the beginning sentence parts over to read the complete sentence
on the back. Count the number of correct sentences for a score. Try to
increase one's score in succeeding games, recording scores on a chart if
desired.
B. 2 children. Follow a similar procedure except for the
following: (1) Place sentence strips into 1 pile with sentence side up.
(2) First child takes the top strip, reads it, decides if it is the
beginning or end of a sentence and places it into the appropriate side
of the pocket chart. (3) Children alternate turns. (4) When a child
draws a strip that he thinks will complete a sentence with a strip that
is already in the chart, he places it into the chart and self-checks.
If correct, he takes the sentence from the chart and keeps it. (5) The
child who has the most sentence strips wins that set. l6) Continue to
use other sets.
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MORE UR LESS

t'

SKILL:

1-~JA-SA-1 Read plurals:

s

SELF-CORRE CTI VE
PREPARATION: Cut twenty-six 4 3/4 11 by 4 11 cards. Make 1 set of labels
using the MORE OR LESS master in the Appendix. Place a word and its
plural towards the bottom of each card. Glue a picture from an old workbook that illustrates the word or its plural on each card, Clip a
clothespin beneath the correct word, turn the card over and put a dot
above the clothespin. Make 5 cards with smiley faces instead of words
and pictures.

MORE OR LESS
SKILL:

(l-WA-SA-1) Read the singular and plural forms of a word and
determine which describes a given picture

GAME COMPONENTS:
DIRECTIONS:

MORE OR LESS cards with a clothespin clipped to each

1 or 2 children

A. 1 child. Draw 1 card, look at the picture and clip the
clothespin beneath the word that describes the picture. Self-check by
turning the card over to see if the clothespin is beneath the dot marking
the correct answer. If the answer is correct, keep the card; if the
answer is incorrect, place the card into a discard pile. Keep all
smiley face cards. Count the cards kept for points. Try to increase
one's score in succeeding games, recording scores on a chart if desired.
B. 2 children. Follow similar procedure except for the following:
(1) Children alternate turns. (2) If a child draws a smiley face card,
he draws a second card on the same turn. (3) The child with the most
cards at the end of the game wins.

)
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MORE OR LESS
Teacher I s Notes:
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MOUNT RAINIER*
SKILL:

1-WA-PA-4
1-WA-PA-5

Initial consonant clusters
Final consonant clusters

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Make a mountain on heavy tagboard. Mark equally spaced
steps up both sides of the mountain. Poke 2 holes at the top of the
mountain about 111 apart. Poke 1 hole at the bottom left side of the
mountain and 1 hole at the bottom right side of the mountain. Place
gummed hole reinforcements on the front and back sides of each hole.
Laminate. Knot the end of a cord and string it as follows: from the
back of the board to the front through the bottom left hole; across
the front of the board; through the top right hole; through the top
left hole; across the front of the board; through the bottom right
hole. Knot the end of the cord on the back. Cut 2 climber shapes out
of tagboard. Attach 1 climber to each rope with a brad. Make a die
and mark each side with one of the following: 1, 2, 3, 2, black color
indicating night, rocks indicating a rock slide. Make 1 copy of word
labels using the MOUNT RAINIER master in the Appendix. Make task
cards by placing word labe1s on cards. Make a direction card by
typing the following task on a card: "Read the word and use it in a
sentence."

MOUNT RAIN I ER
SKILL:

Multi purpose
Sample skill (l-WA-PA:-4; l-WA-PA-5) is to read a word with
initial wh or th or a final th and use the word in a sentence

GAME COMPONENTS:

Gameboard; special die; any set of task cards

DIRECTI ONS : 2 children. Slide climbers to the bottom of the mountain.
Lay cards face down. First child shakes the die. If she rolls a number,
she draws that many cards, completes the tasks,and moves 1 step up the
mountain. If she fails to complete the tasks or rolls a ROCK SLIDE or
DARK NIGHT, she cannot move that turn. First climber to reach the
top of Mount Rainier wins.

\
J

*This game is an adaptation of a game idea obtained from
Dr. Dwlwyn Schubert at a 1979 workshop at Central Washington University
entitled, "Developing Manipulative Materials for Reading."
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PICK-A-LINK
SKILL:

1-C-L-4 Recognize sequence

SELF- CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Color the pictures on the PICK-A-LINK: 1ST GRADE TOOTHLESS
master in the Appendix and mount the page on tagboard. Choose an 8 1/2"
by 10" picture (available in most children's magazines, such as National
Geographic WORLD, Ranger Rick, etc.) and mount it on the back of the
piece of tagboard. Cut the six lST-GRADE TOOTHLESS pictures apart on the
lines, thus also cutting through the tagboard and the magazine picture.
Make a folder frame for the puzzle by cutting two 10 1/2 by 13 pieces
of illustration board, four 10 1/2 by 1 strips of illustration board,
and four 11" by l" strips of illustration board. Laminate. Glue the
111 strips at the outer edges of each 10 1/2" by 13" piece. Place the
2 boards together so that the 1 strips are on the inside and tape one
of the long edges to make a folder. If 2 ~hildren will be using this
game, make 2 identical games.
11

11

11

11

11

PICK-A-LINK
SKILL:

(l-C-L-4)

GAME COMPONENTS:
DIRECTIONS:

Arrange 6 pictures in sequential order
Folder frame; 6 picture cards; 6 beans

1 or 2 children

A. 1 child. Open the folder frame. Place the 6 beans beside
the frame. Randomly place al -1 of the sequential story pictures face up
on 1 side of the folder frame. Decide which pictured event would happen
first and place it at the top left corner of the empty folder frame.
Continue to place the other 5 pictures. To self-check, close the empty
folder frame over the pictures, hold securely, turn over, and open the
·folder frame. If the pieces form a picture, the sequence was correct,
so keep the 6 beans and score 6 points for that game. If the pieces
do not form a picture, the sequence was incorrect, so return 1 bean to
the bag, pick up the story pieces and try again. Put back 1 bean for
each incorrect try. Try to increase one's score in succeeding games,
recording scores on a chart if desired.
B.

2 children.

Follow similar procedure except for the following:

(1) Each child takes 1 set of PICK-A-LINK, opens the folder, and sets the

picture cards in a pile. (2) The leader starts the race by saying, "Go. 11
(3) The child who first completes the picture sequence closes his folder
and says, "Stop." He self-checks. If correct, he wins. If incorrect,
the race continues until 1 child correctly completes the sequence.
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PICK-A-LINK

Teacher's Notes:
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PICTURE POCKETS
SKILL:

1-WA-PA-1 Initial consonants
1-WA-PA-2 Short vowels

SELF-CORRE CTI VE
PREPARATION: Cut 1 1/2" off the front of 26 library card pockets. Glue
the pockets onto a piece of 22" by 28 11 tag boa rd. Print a lower-case
letter of the alphabet on the front of each library card pocket. Laminate.
Slit the lamination at the top of each pocket to open the pockets. Glue
26 pictures from old workbooks at the top of 311 by 411 cards. Print the
initial letter of the picture on the back of the card near the top.
Variation: Make cards for practice of final consonants, middle vowels,
middle consonants, or upper-case letters.

PICTURE POCKETS
SKILL:

(l-WA-PA-1; l-i~A-PA-2) Identify the initial consonant or initial
short vowel of a word represented.by a picture

GAME COMPONENTS:
DIRECTIONS:

Pocket chart; picture cards

1 or 2 children.

A. 1 child. Place picture cards in a pile with pictures facing
up. Take 1 card, name the letter tht begins the word and place the card
into the appropriate pocket. When all the cards have been used, self-check
by turning each card over to see if the letter on the back is the same
as the letter on the pocket. · Place the cards that were correct into a
pile and count for a score. Try to increase one's score in each
succeeding game, recording scores on a chart if desired.
B. 2 children. Follow similar procedure except for the
following: (1) Divide the letter chart in half using yarn. Each child
chooses 1 side. (2) If a child draws a card that does not belong to his
side of the chart, he must place it into a discard pile. (3) Children
alternate turns. (4) When all cards have been used, partners check each
other's cards. The child with the most correctly placed cards in his
pocket wins.
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PIRATE Is PLUNDER
SKILL:

1-WA-PA-2 Short vowels
l-WA-PA-3 Long vowels
2-WA-PA-5 Long vowels

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Make a gameboard 10 1/2" by 16 1/2 11 • Place gameboard
in a 11 11 by 17" metal cookie sheet. Purchase or make 4 sailboat magnets
for markers. Make 1 set of word labels using the PIRAT.E S PLUNDER
master in the Appendix. t1ake task cards with 2 words on a card--a
short vowel word and the corresponding long vov>1el word made by adding
final· e. For example, place rat and rate on the same card. Place from
2 to 4 dots on the front of each card. Draw a shark on 3 cards, a ~word
on 3 cards, and a skull and crossbones on 3 cards. Make a direction
card by typing the fol lowing task on a card: "Read both cards and use
one of the words in a sentence."
1

PIRATE'S PLUNDER
SKILL:

Multipurpose
Sample skill (l-WA-PA-2; 1-WA-PA~,3; 2-1•/A-PA-5) is to read
short vowel words and corresponding vowel-consonant-final
e words and use one of them in a sentence
Deck 1: Short and long i; short and long a; short and long o

GAME COMPONENTS: Gameboard in a metal cookie sheet; magnet sailboat
markers; any set of task cards with dots on the front; dish
or red hots (optional)
DIRECTIONS: 2 to 4 children. Place all sailboat markers on Start.
Lay task cards face down. First child draws one card, completes the
task, and sails the same number of spaces as dots on the card. If the
first child draws a shark, skull, or sword, he cannot 111ove at all.
Children alternate turns. The child who first reaches the end of the
dangerous trip is the winner. Optional: When a child passes the
skull or the sword or the shark, he gets one red hot for bravery. The
winner of the game gets 3 extra red hots as the Pirate's Plunder.
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PUTTER BEAR
SKILL:

1-WA-PA-5 Final consonant cluster

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Draw a 6-hole golf course on a piece of tagboard and label
the "holes" 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Make 1 set of labels using the PUTTER BEAR
master in the Appendix. Place 1 label on each of 24 circular cards and
place 1 or 2 or 3 dots below each label. Make a direction card by
typing the fol'lowing on a card: "Read the word. 11 If making decks with
words other than those suggested, be sure to have a total number of
cards that is evenly divisible by 6 (number of holes).

PUTTER BEAR
SKILL:
}

Multipurpose
Sample skill {l-WA-PA-5) is to read words containing final ck

GAME COMPONENTS:
front

PUTTER BEAR gameboard; golf ball cards with dots on

DIRECTIONS: 2 to 3 children. Place 4 golf ball cards face down on each
of the 6 golf holes. First player chooses a card from the first hole and
reads the word out loud. If correct, she keeps the card and will draw
from hole number 2 on her next turn. If she misreads the word, she
returns the card to the bottom of that pile and must draw from the
same hole on her next turn. Children alternate turns. If, near the
end of the game, a hole does not have cards, a child progresses to the
next hole containing cards. When all cards have been drawn, children
count the dots on their cards. The child with the most dots wins.

)
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PUTTER BEAR

Teacher's Notes:
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PUZZLERS
SKILL:

1-WA-PA-1

Initial consonants

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION:
the card and
side. (Omit
each card in
pieces which

On each of 20 cards print a consonant on the right side of
glue a picture that begins with that letter on the left
kif desired.) Cut between the letter and picture on
an irregular pattern. Package together the letter puzzle
match one's sequence of instruction.

PUZZLERS
SKILL:

(l-WA-PA-1) Identify the initial consonant of a word represented
by a picture

GAME COMPONENTS: 2 puzzle pieces per consonant with a picture on 1 and
the consonant on the other
DIRECTIONS:

1 or 2 children

A. 1 child. Separate picture puzzle pieces from the letter puzzle
pieces. Lay out the picture puzzle pieces with pictures face up. Place
letter puzzle pieces in a pile. Draw letter puzzle pieces one at a time
and place each, flat side to flat side, next to the picture puzzle that
begins with that letter. Self-check each set of puzzle pieces by
placing the jagged edges together. Score 1 point for each correct match.
Try to increase one's score in each succeeding game, recording scores
on a chart if desired.

B. 2 children. Follow similar procedure except for the
following: tl) Deal out the picture puzzle pieces equally to the 2
children. Deal out the letter puzzle pieces equally to the 2 children.
(2) Each child matches, flat side to flat side, his consonants with his
pictures and dicards the unmatched pieces. (3) Partners check each
other. l4) The child with the most correct matches wins.
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R-2-C-2
SKILL:

l-WA-PA-2

Short vowels

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Cut 2 rectangular holes out of one side of a half-gallon
milk carton, the bottom hole being about 1 1/2 from the bottom edge of
the carton and approximately 3 by 1/4 and the top hole being about
2 3/4 above the bottom hole and approximately 2 1/2 by 3/4
This side
of the carton wi 11 be referred to as the front side. Cut an 8 1/2 11 by
3 1/2" piece of tagboard. Tape the strip inside the milk carton so that
the bottom edge meets the lower edge of the bottom hole. Curl the top
edge of the strip towards the top back of the milk carton and tape to
support the curl. Cover the outside of the milk carton with contact
paper, closing the top of the carton in the process. To make computer
cards, glue pictures having a medial short vowel on 1 side to each card
and print the vowel on the back of the card upside down. To ensure
correct placement of the printed letter, put the card into the "computer"
and print the answer after ~t comes out. Make 5 cards with a smiley
face on both sides.
11

11

11

,

11

11

11

•

R-2-C-2
SKILL:

(l-WA-PA-2)
picture

GAME COMPONENTS:
DIRECTIONS:

Name the medial vowel of a word represented by a

Computer; cards wit~ answers on the back

1 or 2 children

A. 1 child. Place the cards in a pile with the picture side up.
Name the medial vowel of the top picture, feed the card into the computer,
and look at the answer on the returned card to self-check. If the answer
on the card is the same as the answer that was given, keep the card.
Keep all cards that have a smiley'face. Place other cards into a
discard pile. Count the number of cards kept for a score. Try to
increase one's score in succeeding games, recording scores on a chart
if desired. Optional: Name the vowel and print it on a piece of paper
before feeding the card into the computer.
B. 2 children. Follow similar procedure except for the
following: ll) Children alternate turns. (2) The child with the most
cards at the end of the game wins.
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REMEMBER
SKILL:

K-WA-SA-3
K-WA-SA-4

Name upper-case letters of the alphabet
Name lower-case letters of the alphabet

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Make a gameboard on a file folder. Print the upperand lower-case letters of the alphabet on cards as follows: (1) one
set of upper case and one set of lower case on orange cards; (2) one
set of upper case and one set of lower case on red cards. Clip the
lower left corner of each card to indicate which direction the letter
faces.

REMEMBER
SKILL:

(K-WA-SA-3; K-WA-SA-4) Match cards with the same lett~r
and name the letter. This can consist of matching lower case
to lower case, upper case to upper case, or lower case to
upper case

GAME COMPONENTS: Gameboard; 9 orange letter cards and the corresponding
9 red letter cards
DIRECTIONS: 2 to 4 children. Place orange cards face down on one
side of the folder. Place red cards face down on the other side of
the folder. Make sure the clipped co0ners of the cards are at the
bottom edge of the card. First child turns over one orange card and
one red card. If both cards have the same letter, the first child
names the letter, keeps the pair, and tries again. If the cards have
different letters, the first child turns them face down, trying to
remember what letters were on the cards for his next turn. Children
alternate turns. When all cards have been taken off the board, the
winner is the one with most cards. Variation: Use both sets of the
same color and try to match letters using the entire board instead
of two separate sides.

j
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ROAD RACE
SKILL:

l-V-1

Sight words

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Make a gameboard with 2 racing paths side by side. Each
path should be wide enough for a miniature car to be used as a marker.
Print START and FINISH at appropriate places. Make a die and mark each
side with one of the following: 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3. Duplicate the 12
pages of handprinted word card masters in the Appendix on 8 1/2 11 x 11 11
tagboard sheets. Cut the word cards apart. Make a direction card by
typing the fo 11 owing task on a ca rd: "Read the word. 11

ROAD RACE
SKILL:

)

Multipurpose
Sample skill (l-V-1) is to read orally the words on the first
hundred A & P sight vocabulary list plus selected vocabulary
words

GAME COMPONENTS:

Gameboard; die; 2 race cars; task cards

DIRECTIONS: 2 children. Choose a car and place it on START. Lay the
task cards face down. First child draws one task card. If she
completes task correctly, she shakes die and moves that many spaces
around the race track. Children alternate turns. First racer to reach
FINISH wins. Variation: A child who excels at a task may be chosen
to lead a f l ashcard race. She shows 1 card for both racers to see.
The racer who reads the card first moves 1 space around the track. Play
continues until 1 child reaches FINISH.

)
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SAD CAT
SKILL:

l-V-2 Vocabulary of the basal program

GROUP CORRE CTI VE
PREPARATION: Make 4 sets of word labels using the SAD CAT masters in
the Appendix. Make word cards by placing the same word label at both
ends of each card. Make a second set of word cards exactly like the
first set so that each card has a matched pair. Make 1 SAD CAT card
per deck by using the SAD CAT label or stamping a picture of a cat.
Optional: If only 2 or 3 children play with 1 deck, the cards might be
divided into small decks. A Pocketful of Sunshine could be divided into
4 decks with 2 units per deck . A Duck Is a Duck could be-divided into
3 decks with 1 deck per unit. The advantage of using words from only
2 units in Deck 1 is that a child may then play with Deck 1 after
having mastered only the 10 words from Units 1 and 2.

SAD CAT
SKILL:

(l-V-2) Identify the cards with identical words and read
the word out loud
Decksl-4: Ginnlevel 2 Basic Words; Decks 5-7: Ginn Level
3 Basic War--as-

GAME COMPONENTS:

Card deck; 2 to 4 card holders (optional)

DIRECTIONS: 2 to 4 children. Shuffle. Deal out all cards. First
child to the left of the dealer draws a card from the child at his
left. If the first child has a pair, he reads the word and lays the
pair in front of him. The child drawn from becomes the next to draw.
When all cards are matched, the child with the most pairs wins. The
child holding the SAD CAT at the end of the game loses.
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SEE AND SAY
SKILL:

K-WA-SA-2 Identify likenesses and differences in letters
K-WA-SA-5 Track left-right

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Laminate a file folder and an 11 3/4 11 by 4 1/2 11 piece of
another folder. Use an iron to adhere Heat-Transfer Glitter letters onto
an 11 11 by 6 1/2 11 piece of felt. Glue the felt to the inside of the file
folder. Tape the 4 1/2 11 edge of the piece of tagboard to the right edge
of the upper section of the file folder so that it can fold over the
felt. Cut out or purchase 2 sets of felt lower-case letters. Put a dot
at the bottom of each letter to indicate the correct position. Divide
the letters into sets, having 2 copies of each of 5 letters per set~
Package the sets and number them, if desired, in order of instruction.

SEE AND SAY
SKILL:

(K-WA-SA-2; K-WA-SA-5)
letters from memory

Duplicate a sequence of 3 lower-case

GAME COMPONENTS: SEE AND SAY folder feltboard; 5 sets of letters with
10 letters per set
DIRECTIONS: 2 children. Open the folder feltboard. Choose 1 set of
letters and place the letters at the bottom of the feltboard, making
sure that the dot on each letter is at the bottom. Open the feltboard
flap. First child closes his eyes. The leader chooses 3 of the letters
from the bottom of the feltboard and place them in the flap area of the
feltboard. He tells the first child to look at the letters while he
silently counts to 5, and then places the flap over the letters to hide
them from the first child. The first child looks for letters identical
to what he saw and places them below the flap in the same order from left
to right. The leader opens the flap for the child to compare his letters
with those beneath the flap. If the letters are correct, the child
places all of the letters back into the bag and keeps the entire set.
Children take turns being leader and use a different set of letters each
time. The child with the most sets at the end of play wins.
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SENTENCE CHOO CHOO

1-C-L-1

SKILL:

Recognize sentence meaning

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Cut sixty-five 2 1/4 by 3 1/2 cards. Fold each card in
half parallel to the 2 1/4 11 edge and stand each card with the fold at the
top. Place two 5/8 round stickers even with the lower edges of each card.
Cut 1/4" off the lower edge of each card making sure to follow the outline
of the wheels.
p·1ace l/4 round sticker on the center of each 5/8
sticker. Make 1 set of word labels using the SENTENCE CHOO CHOO master
in the Appendix. Place each label on the upper half of a train car card.
Arrange the cards in sentences as listed on the SENTENCE CHOO CHOO master.
Number the inside of each card according to its order within a sentence,
using different colored markers for each sentence. Make 2 engine cards,
using the silhouette patterns on the master. Place blank labels on 24
cards. Divide a spinner into 3 parts: (1) Lose 2 cars, (2) Add 2 cars,
(3) Stay the same.
11

11

11

11

11

11

11

SENTENCE CHOO CHOO
SKILL:

(l-C-L-1)

Identify sentence word order

GAME COMPONENTS: 2 sets of train cars e·ach having 6 sentence packets,
2 engines and 12 empty (blank) cars
DIRECTIONS:

1 or 2 children

A. 1 child. Choose 1 set of SENTENCE CHOO CHOO. Set up 1
engine. Take 1 packet of train cars. Arrange the words to make sense
as a sentence. Self-check by looking to see if the numbers on the inside
of the cars are in sequential order. If correct, leave the train cars
standing and take another packet of train cars. If incorrect, return
the cars to the packet and place the packet in an imaginary train
"wrecking yard.
Continue to try the other packets in the same way.
After all packets have been used, count the total number of cars in the
train for a score. Try to increase one s score in succeeding games,
recording one's score on a chart if desired. To put the game away, place
all of the cars with tt1e same colored numbers in the same packet, making
sure that the cards are in random sequence.
11

1

B. 2 children. Follow similar procedure except for the following: (1) Set empty cars in an imaginary train yard. (2) Each child
sets ~pan engine and chooses 1 packet of train car$ from the set.
(3) Each child arranges her cars to make a sentence, self-checks, and
then spins and moves accordingly. Spin once after completing each
sentence packet. l4) When each child has completed 3 sentence packets
and has spun 3 times, the child with the most cars wins.
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SHIFT
SKILL:

l-WA-PA-3
2-WA-PA-5
2-WA-PA-6
2-WA-SA-8

Long vowels
Long vowels
Special vowels
Rhyming words

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Make 2 sets of word labels using the SHIFT master in the
Appendix. Make word cards by placing the same word label at both ends
of each ca rd. · To make a deck with words other than those listed in the
Appendix, choose 5 rhyme patterns, find 5 words for each pattern, and
make 4 SHIFT cards.

SHIFT
SKILL:

(l-WA-PA-3; 2-WA-PA-5; 2-WA-PA-6; 2-WA-SA-8) Read long
vowel words; identify rhyming words
Deck 1: Long i; Deck 2: Long a; Deck 3: Longo, including
lloa11

GAME COMPONENTS:

Card deck; 2 to 4 card holders (optional)

DIRECTIONS: 2 to 4 children. Shuffle. Deal 5 cards to each child.
Lay extra cards face down. First child to the left of the dealer
reads a word card out loud and lays it down. Second child may play
a card that rhymes with the card played by the first child or may
choose to pay a SHIFT card to change the pattern. If the second child
cannot play with the cards he holds, he draws 1 card from the extra
pile. The first person out of cards wins. If play is interrupted,
the person holding the fewest cards wins. Variation: Instead of
playing cards that rhyme, the children may play cards that have the
same beginning sound.
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SOUND SEARCH*
SKILL:

1-WA-PA-2 Short vowels

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARAlION: Cut 5 small wheels out of tagboard using the shape on the
SOUND SEARCH master in the Appendix. Cut 2 pentagonal shapes approximately 14" in diameter out of tagboard of similar design to that in the
photograph. Cut out 5 windows in each pentagonal board. Attach the small
wheels between the 2 large wheels with brads so that each small wheel
always shows through its window when it rotates on its brad. Cut out 25
pictures that are small enough to fit into a window of the board, 5 pictures
for each of the 5 short vowels in medial position in a word. Mount 1 of
the 5 short e pictures on each of the 5 wheels through the window. Color
the back of each opening with a red marker. Move each wheel a different
number of spaces before mounting the next 5 pictures having the same medial
sound. Color code the backs of these. Continue in the same fashion with
the other vowels. On each remaining hole, print the 5 vowel letters (a, e,
i, o. u). Label the windows on both sides with START HERE, 1, 2, 3, 4.

SOUND SEARCH
)

SKILL:

(l-WA-PA-2) ldenti fy which words represented by pictures have
the same medial vowel

GAME COMPONENTS:
DIRECTIONS:

SOUND SEARCH board; beans

1 or 2 children

A. 1 child. Turn the START HERE wheel so that a picture shows
through the window. Turn each of the other wheels to have a picture
with the same medial vowel as that in START HERE in their windows. Selfcheck by turning the board over to see how many of the windows have the
same color as START HERE. Take that many beans. Turn the board over to
the front side. Move the START HERE wheel to the right. Again match the
medial vowel sound in all windows, self-check and take beans for each
correct answer. When all of the START HERE pictures have been matched,
count beans for one's score. Try to increase one's score in each succeeding
game, recording scores on a chart if desired.
B.

2 children.

Follow similar procedure except for the following:
(2) Each child chooses
only those 2 wheels to match the medial sound of the
(3) After both children have set their 2 wheels; they
a bean for each of their correct answers. (4) The
beans at the end of the game wins.

(1) Children take turns setting the START WHEEL.

2 windows and turns
START HERE picture.
self-check and take
chi.Id with the most

*This game is an adaptation of a game idea obtained from
Dr. D\vlwyn Schubert at a 1979 workshop at Central Washington University
entitled, "Developing Manipulative Materials for Reading.
11
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SOUND SEARCH
Teacher• s Notes:
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S-T-R-E-T-C-H WORD
SKILL:

1-WA-PA-2 Short vowels

GROUP CORRECTIVE with optional answer key
PREPARATION: Make a stenci I from the S-T-R-E-T-C-H WORD master in the
Appendix by using an electronic stencil on a scanner. Mimeograph 4
copies on 8 1/2 by 11 sheets of tagboard for each set, using different
colors of tagboard per set. Print a word base on each card, as shown
on the card in the photograph. The bases listed below, under Skills,
may be used. Print letters for initial sounds on 1 3/4 tagboard
squares which match the color of the cards. Optional: Paste the
answer key from the Appendix on an 8 1/2" by 11" tagboard which matches
the color of the set.
11

11

11

S-T-R-E-T-C-H WORD
SKILL:
)

(l-WA-PA-2) Read ~;ords formed by adding an initial consonant
to a short vowel word base
Set 1: id, ip, it, in; Set 2: ed, en, et, ell; Set 3: at,
an, ack, ad; Set 4: ot, op, og, ock; Set 5: ug, ut, um, un

GAME COMPONENTS: 5 sets each containing 4 game cards of the same color
and several small letter squares· that match the game cards
DIRECTIONS: 4 children. Each child chooses a game card. Place the
letter squares face down. First child draws one letter and lays it on
his card to see if the combination makes a word. If the combination
makes a word, he reads the word out loud and places the letter square on
one of the empty squares on his card above the dotted line. If the .
combination is not a word, he returns the letter square face down. If
there is a question about the combination, he may check the answer key.
A child cannot use the same letter twice. No proper names are allowed.
Children alternate turns. The winner is the child who first covers all
4 empty squares above the dotted line.
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S-T-R-E-T-C-H WORD
Teacher's Notes:
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TELL-A-VIEW
SKILL:

l-C-L-2

Recognize details in a picture

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPA~ATION: Color the TELL-A-VIEW pictures found in the Appendix and
mount each picture on an 11 11 by 14 11 piece of illustration board. Add
details to make each picture look like it is on a television screen.
Glue a library card pocket beneath each picture. Number the pockets 1
and 2. Tape the boards together. Make 1 set of labels using the
TELL-A-VIEW master in the Appendix. Place the labels on 3 1/4" by
1 l/8 11 cards. Number the backs of those sentence cards which match
one of the pictures.

TELL-A-VIEW
SKILL:

{l-C-L-2)
describes

GAME COMPONENTS:
DIRECTIONS:

Read a sentence and determine which of 2 pictures it
TELL-A-VIEW board; sentence strips

1 or 2 children

A. 1 child. Lay all sentence strips in a pile with the sent~nce
side up. One by one read each sentence and place it into the pocket
beneath the picture it describes or into a discard pile if it does not
describe either picture. When all sentence strips have been used,
self-check by looking to see if the number on the back of each strip
is the same as the number on the pocket. Count the correctly placed
strips for a score. Try to increase one's score in each succeeding game,
recording scores on a chart if desired.
B. 2 children. Follow similar procedure except for the
following: (1) Each child chooses 1 picture. (2) Children alternate
turns drawing from the pile. (3) If a child draws a sentence strip that
does not go with his picture, he must place it into a discard pile.
(4) When all sentence strips have been drawn, self-check and count the
number of correctly placed sentences for a score. The child with the
highest score wins.
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TELL-A-VIEW
Teacher's Notes :
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TREASURE CHEST
SKILL:

1-V-2 Vocabulary of the basal program
1-V-3 Like meaning words

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Find a small box for the treasure chest that is approximate 1y l deep and that wi 11 hold index cards. Cut the front side of
the box as shown in the photograph. Cover the box with contact paper.
Punch 4 holes at the lower front of the treasure chest. Number the holes
1 to 4. Attach a key to the chest with a string. Attach a small pocket
to the outside of the chest for key storage. Make 1 set of labels using
the TREASURE CHEST master in the Appendix. Cut each label between the
synonym phrase and the choice of answers. Place labels on cards so· that
the phrase and the answer choices can be seen when the card is in the
chest. Add gold glitter to cards by spraying adhesive on the cards and
sprinkling glitter over the cards before laminating. Punch 4 holes in
the front of each card to duplicate the hole pattern in the front of
the treasure chest. Below the correct answer cut out the area between
the hole and the bottom of the card so that the card can be removed from
the treasure chest when the key is in that hole. Make 5 cards with
smiley faces instead of synonym phrases. For those cards that have a
smiley face, cut out the area beneath each hole.
II

TREASURE CHEST
SKILL:

(l-V-2; l-V-3) Identify the word _that is closest in meaning to
the underlined word in a phrase

GAME COMPONENTS:
DIRECTIONS:

Treasure chest with key attached; treasure chest cards

1 or 2 chi I dren

A. 1 child. Read the phrase on the front card in the chest,
determine which word is closest in meaning to the underlined word, and
place the key into the treasure chest keyhole that has the same number
as the ans\ver chosen. Try to remove the card from the treasure chest.
If the answer is correct, tile card can be removed from the chest and may
be kept. If the answer is incorrect, the card cannot be removed from the
chest with the key in the keyhole. Remove the key and place the card
into a discard pile. Keep all smiley face cards. Score 1 point fo-r
each card kept. Try to increase one's score in succeeding games,
recording scores on a chart if desired.
B. 2 children. Follow similar procedure except for the
following: {1) Children alternate turns. (2) When a child gets a
smiley face card, she may draw a second card on the same turn. l3) The
child with the most cards at the end of the game wins.
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TREASURE CHEST
Teacher s Notes:
1
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WATCH YOUK STl:P
SKILL:

1-V-l Sight words
1-V-2 Special vocabulafies

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Cut four 5/ 811 dowe l s into 16" len gths and two 1/4 11 dowels
into 15 lengths. Make a lengt hwise groove i n each 5/ 8" dowel . Make a
ladder by placing 15 popsic l e sti cks into t he grooves between 2 of the
large dowels and glu ing in pl ace . The st i ck s may be cut in successively
shorter lengths to form an orchard l adder . Cut a pi ec e of scrap lumber
to fit flat on top of the dowels and nail in place. Attach a support pole
by nailing a hinge between the top piece of wood and a 1/4 dowel. Attach
a string from the support pole to the ladder to prevent the support pole
from sliding too far out. Make a second ladder.
Paint the ladders
different colors. Make 1 set of phrase labels using the WATCH YOUR STEP
master in the Appendix. Place 1 label on each "rung." Place a small
square of velcro on the back of 3 markers labeled 1, 2, 3. Purchase a
one minute timer.
11

11

~IATCH YOUR STEP
SKILL:

(l-V-1; l-V-2) Read 15 phrases containing sight words and
vocabulary of the basa ·1 program in 1 minute

GAME COMPONENTS:

1 of 2 ladders; 1 minute timer; 3 numbered markers

DIRECTIONS: 3 children. 1 reader; 1 timer; 1 checker. The child who
wants to see how many phrases she can read in a minute asks a child who
has previously mastered this task to be the checker and another child
to be the timer. The reader sets up the ladder. When the timer says,
11
Start," the reader points to the bottom phrase, reads it out loud,
and continutes in the same manner up the ladder. If the reader makes a
mistake, the climber points to the rung below the misread word and the
reader returns to that rung and begins again. If the reader stumbles
a second time on the same rung, the leader tells the child the phrase
so that the reader may read the phrase and continue. When the timer
says, "Stop," the reader places a number 1 marker on the last rung that
she read . correctly. The child tries a second and third time to beat
her first score. The child may record the best out of 3 scores on a
chart to compare with succeeding games.
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WATCH YOUR STEP
Teacher's Notes:
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~II N ALL

SKILL:

1-WA-PA-2
1-WA-PA-3
1-WA-PA-6
2-WA-PA-5

Short vowels
Long vowels
Special vowels ee, ea, ay
Long vowels

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARAlION: Make 2 sets of word labels using the WIN ALL master in
the Appendix. Make word cards by placing the same word label at both
ends of each card. If making decks other than those listed in
the Appendix, be sure that the total number of cards per deck is
evenly divisible by 3.

WIN ALL
SKILL:

{l-WA-PA-2; 1-WA-PA-3; l-WA-PA-6; 2-WA-PA-5) Read long and
short vowel words; tell whether the word read has a long or
short vowel
Deck 1: Long and short i; Deck 2: Long and short e, including
ee~ ea; Deck 3: Long and short a, including ay; Deck 4: Long
and short o; Deck 5: Long and short u

GAME COMPONENTS:

Card deck

DIRECTIONS: 3 children. Shuffle. Lay the deck of cards face down.
First child to the left of the dealer draws a card, reads it out loud,
states, long or "short, and lays the card face up in front of him.
Second and third child do the same. The child who has the card with
the odd vowel wins all 3 cards. For instance, if 2 children draw short
voewl words and l child draws a long vowel word, the child who draws
the long vowel word wins all 3 cards. If all 3 children draw long vowel
words or all 3 children draw short vowel words, all children draw 1
more card. The winner of this round takes all 6 cards. When the stack
is gone, the one who has the most cards wins.
11

11

11
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WIN ALL

Teacher's Notes
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WORD RUMMY
SKILL:

l-V-2

Vocabulary of the basal program

GROUP CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Make 4 sets of word labels using the WORD RUMMY master
in the Appendix. Make word cards by placing the same word label
at both ends of a card. Make a second set of word cards exactly like
the first set so that each card has a matched pair. Divide the cards
into 5 decks according to the 5 units in May I come In?

WORD RUMMY
SKILL:

(l-V-2) Identify the cards with identical words and read
the word out loud
Decks 1-5: Ginn Level 5 Basic, Uecodable and Enrichment
words, Units 1--5 respectively

GAME COMPONENTS:

Card deck; 2 to 4 card holders (optional)

DIRECTIONS: 2 to 4 children. Shuffle. Deal 5 cards to each child.
Lay extra cards face down. Turn top card of pile face up beside the
pile. First child to the left of the dealer tries to make a pair
by either drawing the face-up card or the top card of the pile.
If he makes a pair, he reads the word out loud, lays the pair face up
in front of him, and draws 1 card from the pile to again hold 5 cards.
If he doesn t make a pair, he discards 1 card in the face-up pile.
Children alternate turns. When the pile is depleted, reshuffle the
face up stack to use as a draw pile. The game ends when all cards
have been paired or when no child can play. The winner is the child
with the most cards.
1

)
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WORD RUMMY
Teacher s Notes:
1
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WRHE-ON
SKILL:

1-WA-PA-4
2-WA-PA-l

Initial consonant clusters
Initial consonant clusters

SELF-CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Cut 16 holes 111 by 3/4 11 through the front of a file folder.
Glue 16 pictures that begin with one of the following consonant clusters
above each hole: bl, pl, fl, gl, fr, tr, gr. Number the pictures 1 to
16. Type the names of the pictures on labels. To ensure correct
pl acement of l abe l s on t he ba ck si de of the fol der , place a sheet of
pa per in the f older and wri te t he name of each pi cture on t he paper
as i f one were playing t he game . Then mo ve the paper to self-checking
pos it i on as explained bel ow under Di recti on s and place t he identical
word l abel abo ve t he wo rd pr i nted in the hole . Circl e the initial
consonant cluster of each word. Number the words on the back side from
1 to 16 so that each word has the same number as its picture on the front
side. Laminate. Cut the lamination out through the holes. If the
game is to be used by more than 1 child, print numbers 1 to 16 on small
cards and also print a O on each of 5 cards.

WRITE-ON
SKILL:

(l-WA-PA-4; 2-WA-PA-l) Print the initial consonant cluster of
words represented by pictures (bl, pl, fl, gl, fr, tr, gr)

GAME COMPONENTS: WRITE-ON fo-lder; paper; pencil; number squares if used
by 2 children
DIRECTIONS:

1 or 2 children

A. 1 child. Place a sheet of paper in the folder. Print the
initial conso na nt cluster of each picture through the openings onto the
sheet of paper. Self-check by opening the folder, taking the paper out
and placing it under the folder so that the one's answers show through the
holes beneath the word labels. Look to see if the letters circles in the
word label above the hole are the same as the letters printed on the paper.
Score 1 point for each correct answer. Try to increase one's score on
succeeding games, recording scores on a chart if desired.
B. 2 children. Follow similar procedure except for the following:
(1) Shuffle numbe r cards. (2) Place number cards in a pile face down.
(3) First child draws one number card, prints the answer for that picture
in the hole and keeps the number card. If the number card drawn has a 0,
the child keeps that card as a 11 free 11 card and draws a second card.
(4) Children alternate turns. (5) To self-check, each child shows her
number cards, one at a time, and checks those answers. Keep number cards
for correct answers and discard cards for incorrect answers. Keep all 0
number cards. (6) The child with the most number cards after selfchecking wins.
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Teacher's Notes:
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ZIP UP AND Al~AY

'
SKILL:

1-WA-PA-1

Final consonants

GROUP. CORRECTIVE
PREPARATION: Draw a skyscraper on illustration board. Mark the stories
of the skyscraper. Cut 2 vertical rectangular holes, 20 1/2 11 by 3/8 11 ,
on each side of the skyscraper. Laminate. Glue two 22 11 zippers behind
the 2 openings. Make a die and mark each side with one of the following:
STUCK, STUCK, 1, 2, 2, 3. Make task cards by gluing pictures from old
workbooks onto cards. Make a direction card by typing the following
task on a card: "Name the picture and tell the final consonant of the
word."

ZIP UP AND AWAY
SKILL:

Multipurpose
Sample skill (l-WA-PA-1) is to name the final consonant of
a word represented by a picture

GAME COMPONENTS:

Gameboard; die; any set of task cards

DIRECTIONS: 2 children. Place zipper tab at the bottom of the
elevator. First child shakes the die. If he rolls a number, he draws
that many cards, completes the tasks, and moves 1 flight up the
building. If he fails to complete the task or rolls STUCK, he cannot
move that turn. Children alternate turns. The winner is the child
who reaches the top of the building first.

)
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ZIP UP AND AWAY
Teacher's Notes:
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CL.IP-ON
The CLIP-ON master is located at the bottom of
the master labeled WATCH YOUR STEP.

)
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CONTRACTION
I'Jl

D(li11NOES
you wi 11

I'll
I'11

I will
1t is

I'll
I will

we will
what's

I will

aren't

I wi 11

didn't

we'll

we wi 11

we'll

you will

we'll

it is

we' 11

what is

we will

aren't

we wi 11

didn't

you'll

you wil 1

you'll

it fs

you' 11

what is

you' 11

are not

you wi 11

didn't

it's

ft is

it's

what is

it's

are not

it's

did not

what fs

what-' s

what's

are not

what's

did not

aren't

are not

aren't

did not

did not

didn't

MORE OR LESS

duck

ducks

duck

ducks

turtle

turtles

turtle

turtles

book

books

book

books

rabbit

rabbits

rabbit

rabbits

bike

bikes

bike

bikes

pig

pigs

pig

pigs

pin

pins

pin

pins .

wig

wigs

wig

wigs

tire

tires

tire

tires

hi 11

hi 11s

hil 1

hi 11s

kite

kites

kite

kites

dime

dimes

dime

dimes

line

lines

line

lines
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GO HUNT

HelicoP,ters
ana
Gingerbread

who

hello

zoo

you' 11

parrot

say

seal

play

man

he

ball

Dad

elephant

Kay

goats

something

they

for

GO HUNT
2

HelicoP,ters
ana
Gingerbread

helicopters
animals

needs
men

she
big

airport
girls

boys

Kim

hi 11 s

too

surprise

did

woman

time

jet

make

funny

old

GO HUNT

HelicoP,ters
ana
Gingerbread

lion

mouse

let

away

from

gingerbread

dog

3

I'm ·

ran

fox

SENTENCE

CHOO CHOO

Rosa

hides.

The

dog

ran.

The

lion

eats.

A

seal

plays.

The

turtle

swims.

A

rabbit

hops.

Do

ducks

swim?

Can .

you

see?

I '11

read

a

book.

want

a

turtle.

The

ducks

eat.

What

do

you

see?

can't
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HOPPITY HARE
The HOPPITY HARE master is located at the
bottom of the master labeled MOUNT RAINIER.
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KEYS TO QUESTIONS

WHAT

WHERE

L.-

WHEN

I

.
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KEYS TO QUESTIONS

Set I

WHO

8111

lad

Jill

Rosa

Tim

Mike

Mother

WHAT

runs

hides

rides

hops

guesses

swims

reads

WHERE

at the park

at the ride

1n a book

in a pipe

Set 2
a girl

WHO
a boy

my sister

a fire fighter

Dad

WHAT
washes

plays
sits

eats
follows

walks

thinks

jumps

talks

WHERE

at .the airport

at a fire
under the tree

in a pen
near the home

on the street

near the fire truck

in the store

under the bridge

now

then

never

in a mine
a big man
a woman
:

near the log
on the snake
under the space ship
WHEN
all the time
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KNOW AND GO

CHECKERS

a

about

all

an

and

apple

are

as

at

back

basket

be

big

bird

but

by

can

could

day

did

do

each

·find

fire

first

fly

for

from

get

go

good

grow

had

has

have

he

her

hers

him

his
in

hold
into

house

how

is

it

just

like

little

long

look

lost-

made

make

many

more

my

me

no

not

now

of

on

one

or

other

out

over

people

said

see

she

so

some

than

that

the

their

theirs

them

then

there

these

. they

this

time

to

too

two

up

use

very

was

water

way

we

were

what

when

which

will

with

word

words

would

write

you

your

yours

down ..

if
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MATCH-UPS

The MATCH-UPS master is located at the bottom
of the master labeled TELL-A~VIEW.

)

)
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MORE OR LESS
The MORE OR LESS master is located at the bottom
of the master labeled CONTRACTION DOMINOES.
\

)
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MOUNT RAINIER
white

WH, TH
whack

whiz
whip

whine
where

whale
when

wham
what

why

wheat

wheeze

wheel

which

whiff

thin

thick

thing

thank

thump

thrash

those

Thursday

thorn

then

than

this

there

they

them

the

their

these

that

third

thirst

path

Seth

Beth

with

bath

math

teeth

HOPPITY HARE

SH

she

ship

shade

sheet

shape

shed

shave

show

shame

shore

sheer

shell

sheep

shin

shot

shut

short

shine

shirt

shake

Shane

shack

cash

lash

wish

fish

leash

dish

hash

ash

mash

dash

hush

rash

rush

sash

stash

trash

fresh
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PIRATE'S PLUNDER

Jan
Jane

hat
hate

mat
mate

cap
cape

same

can
cane

fad
fade

mad
made

pal
pale

rat
rate

Sal
sale

tam
tame

van
vane

at
ate

fat
fate

Sid
side

kit
kite

Tim
time

dim
dime

Sam

PIRATE'S PLUNDER
fin
fine

bit
bite

din
dine

hid
hide

pin
pine

rid ·
ride

win
wine

rip
ripe

tin
tine

quit
quite

twin
twine

shin
shine

Bon
bone

cod
code

glob ·
globe

hop
hope

rob ·
robe

rod
rode

slop
slope

tot
tote

spin
spine

· slim

slime

PIRATE'S PLUNDER
mop
mope

not
note

slid
slide
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PUTTER BEAR
The PUTTER BEAR master is located at the
bottom of the master labeled WIN ALL.

)
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ROAD RACE
The 12 pages of handprinted word cards that
follow are the masters for ROAD RACE.
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a .

ab·out

.

. · . · all ·.
··

.

.

'

an

and

a-re

· as ..

·.of

back

be .
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big . but· · _

6:j

can - .

.

cou Id

d;d
· · down
.
I
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find

firs+

for

from -

get _· 90 · · . _go·od _ had · _:·
.

.

,

·
.

:
I

has
.,
-

• • • • ., - -, •

t •

f'•

_ _ , ...,, _

. .... . ..

I

have
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he ·

her

hers

h ·im

·his

how

I

. ;f
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"
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.IS · ·

jus+· •like
· · little l_ong ·
.

.

Io o k

·made -· · ·
.

.
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ma n~
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·,

more

· m~

rn-e .-

no -

no+

n.ow

· of .

on

one
.

.
I

or ·.

,
-

~ -
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-
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of her
over

Out .

people : ;
s.ee

· ·· ·said

. . so .

she

.

(

,

- · some fhan
.

,
1

t = -• - • o,

u - c11

Id
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.

. -- +heir · theirs

·

them then
· t he re · +he·s e
_··_ fhe8 this · ·_.
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+i me

·

+oo

two

+o
.

. ..

..

.

.

,

up

u ·s e

ver~

was

wafer

wa~
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. we .. were
-

.

.

who+
which

'

-

.

when .

w.;I/

·

word . ·
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SAD CAT

APocketful

Bi 11

Lad

runs

1-2

of Sunshine

Jill

and

go

am

Rosa

SAD CAT

APocketful

rides

ride

hide

run

3-4

of Sunshine

can

this

yes

no

is

here

not

SAD CAT

APocketful

a

duck

get

Ben

5-6

of Sunshine

Ted

Nan

look

at

hides

said
SAD CAT

APocketful

the

park

will

1ike

7-8

of Sunshine

to

we

help

are

ADuck is

here's

ducks. ·

it

eat

a Duck

you

can't

me

I'll

we' 11

with

SAD CAT

ADuck is

what

come

it's

turtle

2

a Duck

see

what's

want

gues_s

Miss

Perez

little

do

swim

but

don't

SAD CAT

ADuck is

read

book

rabbit

·fast

3

a Duck

hop

Mother

you're

stop
SAD CAT
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SENTENCE CHOO CHOO
The SENTENCE CHOO CHOO master is located at
the bottom of the master labeled GO HUNT.
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SHIFT-LONG I

bike

hike

Mike

dike

like

file

mile

pile

tile

smile

fine

line

mine

nine

pine

side

tide

wide

ride

hide

pipe

ripe

wipe

gripe

swipe

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT-LONG A

bake

make

rake

take

lake

lame

tame

same

name

came

hate

ate

date

late

rate

made

fade

jade

wade

trade

save

wave

cave

Dave

pave

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT-LONG 0

bone

cone

tone

stone

shone

joke

Coke

spoke

smoke

choke

hope

rope

slope

lope

cope

rose

hose

nose

those

chose

oat

goat

boat

coat

float

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT
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SOUND SEARCH
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S-T-R-E-T-C-H WORD
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TELL-1'-VIEW
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TELL-A-VIEW

Lad runs

The duck runs.

Rosa is at the park

Jill can help Ted.

Nan rides.

Nan runs to look at Rosa.

Jill is not here.

Lad will get the duck.

Rosa hides.

The duck hides. ·

B1111s at the park •....

Aduck is not here.

Rosa is not here.

Ben rides.
MATCH-UPS

Rosa

said, "Hello."

Alion

lives at the zoo.

The cat

eats a mouse.

AbalJoon

Set 2

A cow

The boys and girls

read books.

Lad is not here.

went into the sky.

says Moo-oo.
A seal

swims.

Three Billy Goats Gruff

went trip-trap on a bridge.

Set 3

Aduck

will quack.

A grasshopper

jumps in the grass.

The name of a town

Afire fighter

gets into a fire truck-.

Abird

will fly into the sky.

eats a weed.

Mike

The grass

is green near the house.

1s

on a sign.
Set 4

The mouse
talks to Ted.

I
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__

said , "hello"
dog
hi

TREASURE CHEST
go
1
tell 1t
say feel

meet
1

2

3

heat
4

see ten

~

1~

2
4

will leap.
beat jump file
I

heat
1

2

3

4

little turtle
blg sm~ll f~st
I

run
1

)

r~de

swim
4

2

3

beat the team
heal win sell
1

2

hop
4

1

2

dog

3

4

Mm inside the box

see
4

feed

see

1

set

2

3

ride
4

eat a meal
cyt h~lls air§ort miat

Rosa had a red hat.
scyrf
c~p
h~ir

Steve and I like pop!

read
1

rabbi ts hQQ
ride jump
2

3

I

3

4

the 1!YP.
rabbit boys

fox

pet the animal
byy g~rl wo~an d~g

look
see

3

fox

stop
1

read
2

Us

We

2

1

3

bite it

eat

swim
2

4

run
see
3

Gus

gq

4

hop
3

elephants and lions
animals jets cats dogs
1

2

3

4
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WIN ALL

Long or Short I

dill

f111

mill

pill

sill

bit

fit

hit

kit

lit

pit

sit

wit

dim

him

Jim

Kim

rim

Tim

did

hid
. hip

kid

lid

rid

Sid

dip

lip

rip

sip

tip

zip

bin

fin

kin

pin

tin

win

pipe

ripe

wipe

side

tide

wide

bike

hike

Mike

pike

file

mile

pile

tile

bite

kite

dine

fine

line

mine

nine

pine
fed

led

WIN ALL

Long or Short E

red

wed

den

hen

Ken

men

pen

ten

bet

met

net

pet

set

wet

yet

bell

fell

sell

tell

well

deed

feed

need

seed

weed

peek

seek

week

feel

heel

peel

reel

beep

deep

keep ,

peep

weep

beet

feet

meet

bean

dean

Jean

lean

mean

deal

heal

· meal

real

seal

beat

heat

meat

neat

seat
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WIN All

long or Short U

lube

cube

cute

tuba

use

jute

mule

rule

tune

dune

Duke

Luke

rude

dude

plume

flute

prune

but

up

fun

just

mud

pup

sun

us

sun

. Russ

must

rust

dug

rug

cut

cup

hum

jump

hug

hut

shut

stuck

truck

gun

bun

bug

jug

tub

cub

fuss

tuck

rush

hush

Long or Short 0

hole

pole

stub
WIN ALL
lone

home

borie

cone

rode

roba

hope

note

poke

rose

rope

nose

tone

stone

shone

joke

Coke

spoke

choke

smoke

slope

hose

those

chose

stove

stole

not

stop

hop

dog

log

on

lost

got

box

frog

plop

pop

mop

Mom

Don

Ron

Rod

top

Tom

got

hot

fog

jog
frost

hog
shot

cot
trot

dot
cost

drop

-shop
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bat

Long or Short A
pat
cat

mat
rat

fat
at

Nan

Dan

tan

pan

fan

can

man

an

Mack

rack

back

sack

tack

pack

track

Dad

lad

mad

sad

bad

had

pad

away

pay

day

play

may

Jay

lay

tray

hay

say

way

Kay

Ray

late

cape

tale

male

case

bane

rake

cake

bake

lake

take

make

quake

same

name

lame

came

blame

tame

game

trade

wade

jade

fade

made

wave

cave

pave

save

Dave

brave

mane

lane

cane

.Jane

PUTTER BEAR

CK

Dick

kick

Rick

sick

tick

wick

pick

deck

neck

peck

rack

sack

tack

lack

back

track

black

Jack

pack

duck

luck

truck

sock

rock

WIN ALL
sat
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WORD RUMMY

May I

looking

bit

of

leaf

1

Come In?

weed

comes

gets

near

log

sees

under

fine

hen

snowman

tree

creeping

snow

food

find

bite

bits

eats

sits

washes

her

face

feet

raccoons

l iite

home

now

follow

down

up

tracks

know

on

made

homes

danger

squirrel

den

snake

WOR-D RUMMY

May I

new

boots

James

have

2

Come In?

looked

his

aren't

need

balloon

thank

red

my

went

didn't

where

her

going

wants

asked

saw

oh

some

balloons

may

purple

pigeons

popcorn

Toni

buildings

came

street

lost

sister

meet

Mike

eating

fell

bag

Mr.

Yee

be

surprises

all

David

Ken

Dan

that

fire

truck

fighter

then
people

everywhere
work

try
machines

hat
\1omen

seems

back

WORD RUMMY

May I

sleep

quack

cow

city

3

Come In?

walk

streets

cars

workir,g
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)

out

fun

jumped

playing

wanted

was

1f

there

doing

imagine

things

when

ship

falling

star

that's

space

has

cat

yellow

eyes

pen

bat

pig

wig

think

signs

town

liked

got

·ask

put

house

green

glasses

mixed

were

fixed

seek

Pete

WORD RUMMY

May I

hid

box

weeds

birds

4

Come In?

butterfly

kitter:is

five

sell

good

one

alike

take

ears

quick

grasshopper

slow

so

newspaper

walking

held

after

jump

store

sat

name

frog

just

pet

store

ants

two

- turn

story

hit

secret

I'd

bird

maybe

Tim

talk

parrots

Pat

thing

WORD RUMMY

May I

grass

played

worked

called

5

Come In?

walked

country

last

~,ay .

why

1ives

into

danger

Billy

Gruff

once

bridge

lived

troll

trip

trap

wait
met

plop
certainly

tail
him

sky
never

tell
stories

king
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Chapter 5
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The purpose of this project was to develop forty self-directed
reading games for independent practice of selected first-grade reading
skills and to make the games available to other teachers.

The games

were developed to provide motivation and a medium for practice of skills,
but were not intended to teach skills.

The reading skills were
I

selected from the Selah School District Student Learning Objectives.
Game content was correlated to the sequence of the Ginn 720, 1979
)

Rainbow edition, reading series.
A resource manual was developed to make the game ideas available

to other teachers.

The format of the manual was designed with the

intent of making reproduction of the games expedient.

The manual

included:
1.

Photographs of each game;

2.

Directions which could be cut out and attached to the game;

3.

An Appendix of illustrations, shape patterns, and

reproducible word lists;
4.

Two Tables of Contents which categorized games by

{a) Student Learning Objectives, and {b) by levels and units in yjnn; and
5.

)

Teacher's notes section.

25
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No attempt was made to determine the effectiveness or usability of the
games suggested in the resource manual.

They represent suggestions fbr

teachers to try with the students in their classes.
Recommendations
The games of this project were designed to be used independently
for practice of specific skills.

The writer recommends that a teacher

consider using the games for additional purposes, some of which are
suggested below:
1.

Some of the games could be used as visual aids during

instruction before making them available for practice.

For instance,

CONTRACTION ACTION could be used as a teaching device during each unit
of Level 3 and then presented as a self-directed game at the end of
Level 3.
2.

Special days in the classroom could be celebrated by

supplying popcorn or other snacks for use with the games.

Children

could take one kernel for each correct answer, with the winner
receiving an extra five kernels.
3.

Garnes could be used as a basis for discussion on honesty,

fairness, and sportsmanship.

Garnes could be used to teach pride in

school property, with a natural consequence of not being able to use
games if care were not taken.
4.

Rules could be added to games for certain purposes.

To

provide a quiet atmosphere, the rule could be added that a child would
lose a point for talking above a whisper.

)

To increase or reduce the

playing time of a particular game, the number of cards in the deck
could be changed or the rules varied.

27

5.

Students could be challenged to create games for practice

of a specific skill.
6.

Students could be directed to make games to take home for

summer practice of reading skills.
The writer recommends that teachers be aware of their students'
reactions to interpersonal competition.

If a child continually loses

irr a game situation, self-concept could be lowered.

Self-competetive

games may be better than interpersonal games for some children.
The writer recommends that teachers keep records about game
usage to increase effective use.

This manual was intended to be a

beginning from which the teacher could expand into a number of areas
as the need is perceived.

)
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